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The project started in September
2001 with an invitation to join a crew
from, li'oro..<:.nfirhinib nm u woyuge trp the
central coast of British Columbia. At the
time, an agreement to save much of the
Great Bear Rainforest and settle the
"war in the woods" in BC was only four
months old, and the new right-wing
government in Victoria had been in
power for just three months. This political backdrop provided an intriguing
context for an investigation. As a US
publication, we bring this information
tO the attention of audiences in America
as well as Canada.
On Page 24, you'll find our opinion
on what people can do co help protect
BC's forests.
Thanks go out to the countless people who helped with this report, including those who made financial contributions: Ann Lennartz, Vicky Husband,
the
David
Suzuki
Foundation
orthwcst Ecosystem Alliance, th~
Wilburforce Foundation, Wild Salmon
Center, Friends of Clayoquot Sound,
Ecotrusr, Lisa Skube, Ken Margolis,
Ron
Buel,
John
Reinke,
Gayle
Rothrock. Helen Jones, Fritz Wolff,
Dorothy Stade, Jerome Sryrc, Koucu
Amundson, Bob I Iolrnstrorn, Candace
France, James
Gamwell, John B.
Messer,
Wilbert
Pool,
John
W.
Reynolds, Joel Vignere, Alan Gregory,
Roy O'Connor, Alberta M. Gerould,
Sydney l lerbcrt, James Canon, Glenn
Landgurh,
Oliver
Dalton,
John
Weidman,
Margaret 0' 'eil, Peter
Quinby, John Wadsworth, Jack Corbett,
Douglas & Ann Christensen,
Moina
Walton, John Haines, Frederick Ellis,
lllahee, Dr. Thomas Gritzka, Maggie
Purves, Ed Kountze, and Alberta
Ceroud.
We also appreciate Ian McAllister for
donating many excellent photographs.
Thanks also co volunteers who
helped with proofreading and factc~ecking, especially
Lisa Skube,
Kirsten Stade, Merran Smith, Ji II
Tlhnnpson, <Cllcr1 Burda, Candace
Bacycki, Chris Genovali, Ken Margolis,
Joe Scott, Darcy Riddell, Denis Hayes
and Jim Fulton.
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Field rm-from-Cas,-adia
-------Silence in short supply on
Alaska's Chugach
by Kathie Durbin

Smithsonian banishes
caribou porn

D

o Americans have a right co quiet in wild places? That question is being tested in, of all
places, Alaska, where a new management plan for the 5.5 million-acre
Chugach National
Forest i~ under
appeal.
The
Chugach
in south-central
Alaska is Anchorage's , J~t playgrou nd
and the nation's second largcvt and
arguably
wildest
national
forest.
Ninety-eight percent of it rs roadless,
It's a land of jagged peaks, immense ice
fields, black spruce forests and remote
coastlines Yee not an acre of iL is congressionally designated wilderness.
The new plan, the first adopted by
the Bush administration,
proposes that
Congress set aside 1.4 million acres as
wilderness on lands surrounding Prince
William Sound. Sixty-five percenc of
char proposed wilderness is rocks and
ice. The agency proposes no formal
wilderness designation on the heavily
used Kenai
Peninsula
or in the
700,000-acrc Copper River Delea, an
internationally
significant stopover for
millions of migratory birds and home co
the famed Copper River salmon.
The Chugach plan is the product of

The striking beauty of the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge has
proved to be a bit too lurid for the
Bush administration. Photographer
Subhankar Banerjee spent

14

months there shooting polar bears
Gulf
a five-year
planning
and public
involvement process char drew 30,000
comments. It replaces a 1984 plan chat
protected 1.6 million acres in the western sound and the eastern delta as
wilderness study areas.
Under the plan, unveiled last May,
87 percent of the Chugach will remain
open to winter snow machines. In addition, large areas will remain accessible
to hcli-skiing,
jec boats and jet skis,
seaplanes and bush planes.
The final version was a defeat for
Jim Adams of the _ ational Wildlife
Federation and for all who consider
natural quiet an intrinsic part of the
wilderness experience. During prepa-

and slain whales, icebergs and the
Northern Lights. He assembled his
impressive work for display at the

of Alaska
ration

of the Chngach
draft plan,
Adams organized the Alaska Quiet
Rights Coalition co argue for those who
seek silence in wild places. He lobbied
the Farese Service co place some areas
off-limits to motorized use year-round.
Jn the end, he got only one, an 11,750aere "primitive area" in the remote
Copper River Delta that is inaccessible
to Anchorage residents looking for a
quiet place to go cross-country skiing
or snowshoeing on a winter weekend.
In comments on the draft plan,
Adams wrote, "It is especially sad and
ironic chat in a state that is perceived
CONTINUED
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Smithsonian Institution. Then, in
April, just before the scheduled
opening of the exhibit, the
Smithsonian almost canceled it before banishing
it to a room back behind
the cafeteria. Descriptive
captions for the photos
were reduced to mere
r-tJ.;;;::c:,1,.,_"'I labels. Banerjee believes
he was censored by the pro-drilling
crowd in the Bush administration,
which would rather see oil pads
than caribou padding across the
tundra.

Lettuce be poisoned

The bad guy in the white hat

The lettuce in your salad is said to
be 99 percent water. It's the other

by Mafl Rasmussen

I percent that should have you
worried. Turns out that lettuce

R

ichard Pombo likes to wear a white Stetson when
he poses for photos. You wouldn't cast him as the
good guy, though, if you happen co favor the
Endangered Species Act and ocher environmental laws.
Pombo, a five-term congressman from California, now
has a big gun co go along" ith the hat. In January he out-

COMMENTARY
maneuvered more moderate Republicans and landed the
chairmanship
of the powerful
House
Resources
Committee, which controls environmental legislation in
that chamber.
How bad i~ Pombo for the environment? Here's a sampler:
He flatly rejects the idea that humans could be responsible for global warming.
He wrote a letter co his constituents
blasting the
"extremist environmental movement who will do anything to save bugs and rodents."
He wrote an op-ed piece calling former Interior
Secretary Bruce Babbitt rhe Mad Hatter (Pombo seems
to have a thing about hats) for speaking in favor of the

ESA.
An analysis by the Nauonal Journal found that no
member of the House is farther to the righc.
He believes conservationists and federal regulators are

in cahoots, forming what he calls "the coo-federal coalition."
He's written chat this alliance "owes more to communism than to any other philosophy."
He's voiced support for more elephant huncing in
Africa co gee at the ivory
in their rusks.
A
fourth-generation
Central Valley rancher
with an affinity for auto
racing, Pombo cut his
political ceech fighting a
scare plan co turn an
abandoned railroad line
that ran through his property into a hiking trail.
That local tempest propelled him to a narrow
victory in his first run for
Congress in 1992. lle's
been in office ever since.
Pombo spent much of the next ten years preaching ro
the choir. He held a series of hearings across the country
railing against the £SA, becoming a darling of the wise
use movement along the way while drawing fire for not
allowing experts to testify.
To his frustration, the dread law remained on the
books, untouched, session after session.
Alas, the times may have caught up w ith the Pombo
CONTINUED
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grown with irrigated water from
the Colorado River contains toxic
rocket fuel. according to independent laboratory tests commissioned by Environmental Working
Group. In the first-ever tests of
perchlorate in supermarket produce, 18 percent of lettuce samples
contained detectable levels of perchlorate, and an average serving of
these contaminated samples contained

4 times

more than the EPA

says is safe in drinking

water.

Perchlorate, the explosive component of rocket and missile fuel, can
affect the thyroid gland s ability to
make essential hormones. For
fetuses, infants and children, disruptions in thyroid hormone levels can
cause lowered IQ, mental retardation, loss of hearing and speech,
and motor skill deficits. Currently
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there are no enforceable perchlorate safety standards but EWG
argues that a national safety standard should be no higher than onetenth the EPA s currendy recommended level.

Double Hulls. double bull
The Seattle Times reports that
tbe:oa1in~has.miled to keep its
promise to equip its tankers with
double hulls in the wake of the
Exxon Valdez disaster, Congress
said the industry has until 2015 to
phase out all of the single-hulled
vessels that, like Joe Hazelwood's illfated ship, could strike a reef and
disgorge its contents into sensitive
environments. But only seven of the
24 tankers serving the Alaska oil
trade have double hulls, and only
two of those are new. Of the 366
tanker calls to Puget Sound last year,
I 08 were by ships sailing under foreign flags. Roughly half the world's
tanker fleet has not converted to
double hulls.

Courts defang defangers
Federal courts have been blocking
the Bush administration's drive to
defang on the main environmental
laws in the US, the National
Environmental Policy Act. This law,
which requires federal agencies to
divulge the environmental consequences of its actions, is not popular among resource extraction
industries and real estate developers. During his first two years in
office, the administration "advocated a position avoiding or eroding
NEPA law and accepted precedent"
in more than half of the 172 cases
on which final rulings were handed
down.
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worldwide as one of the last great, wild
places, natural quiet, unless one charters a plane to be carried far into the
bush, can be even harder to find than
in the tamer wildernesses of the lower
48."
Adams was up against a powerful
lobby, Alaska snowmobile enthusiasts,
who besieged forest managers with letters demanding no restrictions on
access to the Chugach. They had come
co expect it; for as long as anyone can
remember, the forest has had a policy
of "open unless closed" for winter
snow machine use.
" focorized versus nonmotorized
was the most difficult issue we faced,"
Forest Service planner
Steve
Hennig said.
In the end, although Chugach forest
managers made some effort tO accommodate chose who value silence, they
produced a plan that is clearly tilted
coward motorized access. Under the
new plan, winter commercial heli-skiing will be allowed on 82 percent of
the Kenai Peninsula and Turnagain
Arm, the areas closest to Anchorage.
Summer commercial helicopter landings will be allowed on 36 percent of
the Kenai and 37 percent of the
Copper River Delea. Airboats, jetboats
and motorboats will be permitted on
virtually every waterway, and fixedwing airplanes will be allowed to land
nearly anywhere, even on remote lakes
where backpackers have hiked several
hours co find peace and quiet.
As if chat weren't noise enough, the
Forest Service will be allowed co use
explosives and motorized equipment
for recreation maintenance, construction and reconstruction projects even
in areas managed as wilderness.
How can che agency gee away with
this? The answer lies in its interpretation of the landmark 1980 Alaska
Lands Act, which sought co accommodate the needs of rural Alaska residents
while setting aside 104.3 million acres.
of Alaska as national parks, refuges and
monuments. The act permits subsistence hunter and fishermen co use
motorized vehicles in Alaska wilderness areas, a use that is prohibited in
wilderness areas elsewhere.
The Forest Service also interprets
the ace to allow motorized recreation in

wilderness as long as that recreation
falls in the category of a "traditional
use." Mocor boats qualify as a "traditional use." Jet skis don't. Yet the
whine of these personal watercraft,
which are entirely unregulated, can be
heard most summer weekends in the
coves and bays of western Prince
William Sound.
Adams argued in his appeal that
allowing motorized recreation in a
wilderness study area violates the 1964
Wilderness Act. "This interpeeranoru
unnecessarily, illegally and significantly reduces the number of areas on the
forest where natural quiet would otherwise be protected - as it is in the rest of
the country - from the artificial noise of
often extensive recreational snowmachining activities," he wrote.
Noting that 94 percent of those who
commenced on the issue of natural qui
er in the draft plan supported preserving or restoring it, Adams said the final
plan largely disregards those comments. Last-minute changes in the
plan betrayed the agency's earlier commitment co address the noise problem,
he said. For example, the final plan
proposed restrictions on motorized use
co keep noise in some campgrounds co
a minimum. But when it emerged from
high-level review in Washington, D.C.,
those restrictions had been removed
without explanation.
The Forest Service's decision to
cater to motorized use ignores new
recreation forecasts, Adams argues. By
1998, cross-country skiers already outnumbered snowmobilers on the Kenai,
and the smallest future increase in
recreation participation is expected co
be among snowmobilers. Yet the plan
allocates the most accessible crosscountry trails on the Kenai co motorized recreation.
Whether or not the Quiet Rights
Coalition prevails on appeal, Adams'
message makes an eloquent case for
the value of silence in wild places.
" Iarural quiet, and the opportunity
tO hear and enjoy natural sounds - a
raven's wing beats, falling snow, the
wind in the trees -- is an essential natural resource and as much a pare of the
natural world as fish, wildlife, trees,
shrubs, wildflowers, scenic beauty,
wilderness, or clean air and water," he
wrote. "Its presence is critical to our
physical, mental, emotional and spiri-
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Do we have enough wilderness?
The Bush administration thinks so.
The Interior Department has
released millions of acres once
under study for protection as
wilderness. That means developers
can get going with the mining and
logging of these
lands. Right
now. Like other
environmental
decisions from
Bush, according to the New York
Times. this news "emerged from
CONTINUED
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The bad guy in the white hat
way of thinking. When Republicans cook control of
Congress last fall, he suddenly found he had friends in high
places. Arch-conservative movers and shakers, including
Tom DeLay of Texas, liked his politics. (In addition to his
property rights credentials, Pombo is a staunch anti-abortionist, opponent of gun control and supporter of school
prayer.)
And they really liked his knack for raising money; Pombo
has lassoed thousands from real estate and agricultural interests.
OeLay helped Pombo take control of the House
Resources Committee, leapfrogging nine more senior
Republicans on the panel in the process, four of whom
actively sought the job.
He hopes co bring ESA amendments to a vote at some
point chis session. Even with Republicans in control ofboch

CONTINUED
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cual health. Wildlife depends on it in
ways chat we are only now beginning
to learn."
"Until very recently natural quiet
was taken for granted. The idea that it
could be lost was inconceivable. Now,
however, although there are still quite
a few places ... chat look like they did
200 years ago, there are almost no ·
places chat sound like they did just one
or two decades ago."

(Kothit Durbin, co-founder of Cascadia
Tmnn, ;,..,
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newspaperin Yancouoer; Wash.)

Feds impede
scientist at
Hanford site
he US Department of Energy
is crying to slow down an independent scientific review of its
cleanup work at the Hanford nuclear
reservation in Washington state.
"The DOE doesn't like the problems l have found, and will find more
of," said Norm Buske, who since
March 2001 has had access co the
nuclear site through a special agreement between the Government
Accountability Project (GAP), a public
interest group based in Seattle, and the
US Department of Energy's Richland
Operations Office.
The agreement allowed him co collect samples of soil and vegetation in
areas of the nuclear reservation that
otherwise are closed to the public. The
DOE is objecting tO Buskc's taking
samples in areas where cleanup work is
not complete, and is refusing co analyze split samples taken from chose
areas.
"We believe it would be more effective to analyze samples chat would
determine the effectiveness of cleanup
efforts," the DOE said in a May 30 letter co GAP. The DOE also expressed
concerns about Buske's methods and
the validity of his data.
Buske said he is not bound by his
agreement co cell DOE his objectives.
"The DOE has now said it will restrict
where I can sample, so I stop embarrassing them. Hanford is such a mess,
it's difficult not co stumble into severe
problems. Looks to me like DOE is
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chambers, though, he may find himself butting heads with
more moderate Republicans. In 1995, Pombo criticized
Newt Gingrich and other eastern Republicans who failc<l co
support his ESA-guccing aspirations.
Mary Minette, legislative director for the League of
Conservation Voters-a group chat gives Pombo a lifetime
racing of 8 out of a possible 100,holds out hope that his
efforts will fizzle in the Senate.
If the Senate doesn't stop Pombo, the ESA could be in as
much peril as the species it seeks co protect.
"The one thing that is different now from 1995 is that we
have an administration that would be willing co accept a
weakening of the act," Minette says. "That wasn't the case
then."

SAY WHAT?
tfJI

A breath of cleaner air for Portland
Cascadia Times and a neighborhood group team up to reduce airborne benzene

A

cluster of seven gasoline terminals next to the Willamette
River in Northwest Portland was
once Oregon's largest uncontrolled
source of air pollution. Today, the terminals are almost complecely pollution-free, and neighbors are breathing
measurably cleaner air as a result.
Data released by the Oregon
Department of Environmental Quality
in June shows summertime levels of
such toxic chemicals as benzene, ethyl
benzene and toluene have decreased
sharply
since gasoline terminals
installed air pollution control equipment in 2001.
Bob Amundson, a technical consultant co the orthwest Neighborhood
Association, and a Ph.D. expert on air
pollution, calculates that the benzene
reductions alone could prevent several
cancers a year. The pollution was not
part of any manufacturing process.
Each time the terminals pumped gasoline inco barges for delivery to
Columbia River ports as far east as
Idaho, as much as 5 cons of vapors
leaked into the air.
The orthwest District Association
is taking credit for forcing the gasoline
terminals to halt the pollution. The
group says it first learned about the
toxic vapors from an expose published
by Cascadia Times five years ago.
Members of the District Association
responded to the rop"rt with outrage at
a public hearing, and demanded that
the
DEQ stop the pollution.
Eventually, the DEQ agreed co do so.
"Once we learned from Cascadia
Times what was out there, we were
very upset about it." said Sharon
Genasci, a leader in the neighborhood's
campaign to clean up the air.
The DEQ says it cannot say forcerrain that the vapor control systems arc
fully responsible for the improvements
in air quality. But no other plausible
factors come to mind, says Annette
Liebe, an air quality manager at the
DEQ. She said the DEQ acted
because pollution from the terminals
was causing Portland co violate Clean
Air Ace standards for smog.
In 1998, the DEQ had a longstanding policy of keeping details about polI ucion at the gasoline terminals confidential. The state agency removed key
documents from the polluters' files at
its 1 orthwest Division offices in downrown Portland as early as· 1978. The
DEQ did so at the request of the gasoline terminal operators, which included

CONTINUED
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afraid I'll use the access agreement co
check up on all that nasty new waste
they're importing and dumping into
unlined trenches."
The DOE also accused Buske of
having the specific objective of "tracing an underground pathway" of contamination from retired nuclear reactors
co the Columbia River. But Buske said

Chevron, Texaco and Arco. The companies said they did not want people to
know how much gasoline they were
shipping through Portland. Anyone
who knew the amount of pollution
would be able to calculate the volume
of shipments. This shipping news, the

gasoline terminals said, was "proprietary."
Cascadia Times appealed the
OEQ's decision to the Oregon
Attorney General's office, claiming that
without access to the files, the public
would never know how much pollution
the terminals were producing. Nor
would the public know whether the
terminals were complying with their
pollution permits under theClean Air
Act. The attorney general found it
could not defend the DEQ's actions,
and accused the agency of violating
Clean Air Act, state law and its own
rules. It ordered the DEQ co disclose
all information.
The missing records showed that
the gasoline terminals had been emitting as much as 2,000 tons of toxic
vapors each year, and that the emissions were a major cause of smog violations that had been fouling summer
days in Portland for years.
The records also revealed irregularities with air pollution permits. For a
reason OEQ officials could not explain,
the gasoline terminals did not have
explicit permission in their "air contaminanc discharge permits" allowing
them to pollute in vuch rnassiv c quantities. In early 1998, the DEQ was tl)ing to correct some of its regulatory
problems by is~uing new permits. In
these new permits, the DEQ planned
to lee the terminals continue co pollute
as always, and even increase their polI ution by as much as 100 tons per year
if they chose to do so.

that if he found that reactors "had ruptured and were spilling waste into the
river, the DOE would object to me
reporting that."
Buske had found Americium-241 in
gray rabbit brush north of the KEReactor, a result he says indicates that
deep rooted planes are drawing underground radioactivity inco their systems.
Cascadia 'Times will publish this fall a
report on Buske's findings and their

Cascadia Times published the
results of its investigation in its May
1998 issue - "Bad Air Days" - and
spread copies all around the city.
Soon after, residents demanded that
the DEQ end the pollution at the terminals. Sharon Genasci and her husband, Don, sued Chevron, alleging that
the emissions were illegal. Chevron
settled the case hy paying for two
years' of air quality monitoring in the
neighborhood. This monitoring has
given the neighborhood information
about its air quality problems that few
other neighborhoods have.
"Because of our monitoring, we
probably know more about about our
airshed than any other neighborhood in
the country," she said.
In 1999, the DEQ installed highly
sensitive air monitoring stations in
North and Northwest Portland. This
equipment gave the DEQ the capabilicy for the first time of measuring for
toxic compounds like benzene. At the
same time, the DEQ ordered the gasoline terminals to install equipment that
can remove at least 95 percent of the
vapors no later than June 1, 2001.
Now the DEQ says the air monitoring stations have produced good news.
Air quality in Portland neighborhoods
is much better than before the equipment was installed.
Benzene levels have declined by 44
percent in Northwest Portland, and by
37 percent in North Portland. Ethyl
benzene levels are down 50 percent
and toluene levels are down 62 percent
in rorthwest Portland, and by somewhat lower amounts in orth Portland.
Genasci, an independent documentary producer whose award-winning
1999 video, "What's in the Air," highlighted the gasoline terminal pollution,
said the neighborhood continues to
work on improv:ing its still-foul air. "We
were all pleased to see the reductions
in benzene," she said. "But the really
big message is it still isn't enough.
Benzene is a serious carcinogen, and it
is still 10 times over the benchmark
level that the EPA says is safe."
The neighborhood has turned its
attention coward ESCO, an aging steel
foundry on the edge of a residential
area. 1\Ve \'e been monitoring ESCO's
emissions for a number of years, and we
have established a definite lead- and
heavy-metals hoc spot leading from the
foundry co my hou e 12 blocks away in
a pretty much straight line," Genasci
said.
•
1

significance.
Cleanup, he says, is not l lanford's
priority. "Inasmuch as the public
seems inclined co give DOE billions of
dollars to maintain and develop DOE's
infrastructure at its weapons sites,
DOE goes along."
•
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the shadows on a late Friday
evening." No press release, just a
few letters to a few senators. The
Times said Bush had made " a fundamental reinterpretation of environmental law, and a reversal of
four decades of federal wilderness
policy:' The decision immediately
applied to millions of acres in Utah,
but since has been extended to 250
million acres in all western states.

... leads to an end to endangered species tomorrow
And while they're at it, why not
the end of protection for endangered species? House Republicans
have had that on their agenda for
years, and in May offered up their
latest anti-ESA legislation. Disguised
as a measure to promote national
security, the bill would weaken key
provisions of the federal Endangered
Species Act and the
Marine Mammal
Protection Act. It seeks
to: broadly eliminate federal agencies' duty to protect and recover threatened and endangered
species under the ESA. It
would also let the Secretary of
Defense exempt the military from
any and all provisions of the Marine
Mammal Protection Act, if the
Secretary determines the exemptions are needed for "national security."

It's still logging. no matter what

you call it
Let's say you want to log the
national forests, but you don't want
people think you're doing a bad
thing. What you do is dress your
idea up in a nice title and say you
are protecting folks from burning up
in the homes as a result of wildfire.
The Mcinnis/Walden "Healthy
Forests Restoration Ace of 2003 will
ramp up logging everywhere on our
national forests except wilderness
areas It bill gives logging companies
and the biomass industry free reign
to destroy our public lands in the
name of fire, "forest health;' and
insect eradication. Not even old
growth forests would be safe from
the provisions of this bill. It's name1
The "Healthy Forest Restoration
Act of 2003:' But don't get too
worked up about it. It eliminates the
statutory right of citizens to appeal
Forest Service logging projects.. •
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JOURNEY TO THE HEART OF THE
GREAT BEAR RAINFOREST
ituated just at the far edge of western markets, money and politics, the Great Bear
Rainforest lives on as it has for 10,000 years. Nowhere else in the Earth's temperate
zones can you find such a large, biologically rich, intact rainforest. Yet civilization can't
stand still forever even in this remote wilderness along British Columbia's Pacific Coast,
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where a deal made two years ago to save it is almost in tatters. All the pieces are in place for the even-
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tual destruction of another of nature's wonders: Roads are going in, trees are falling and an antago-
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nistic right-wing government is in power. Even so, in a race against time, a spirited cadre of Canadians
believe they can still save the Great Bear. After all, they've done it once before.
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"We are not so much connected to the forest as we are to the ocean. Where we bridge the ocean to the land is with
the salmon. Without the forest, we have no salmon:' - Ed Carpenter, Heiltsuk Nation
Bella Bella

managed co live richly
for thousands of years
without cutting it all
down.
In our journey we
look forward to fabled
Princes'! Royal Island,
home of the mysterious
Spirit Bear, a rare white
bear from black bear parents. Only black bears
from this region possess
the recessive gene that
yields a spirit bear. Also
known as the Kcrmodc
bear, it serves as a powerful icon for the struggle co save these lands
and waters.

T

here may be no
better place co
begin a journey
inro the heart of the Great
Bear Rainforest than
Faith's Place, a bed &
breakfast in the island village of Della Bella on BC's
Central Coast. Operated
by
Ed
and
t-.lay
Carpenter,
and named
after their daughter, its
location bespeaks hospitality. Also known as
Waglisa, for thousands of
years Bella Bella served
First Nacion people along
the coast as a meeting
spot.
A commercial fisherman since he was nine,
Carpenter was also the
cook on his father's boat.
'ow he is chef in his own
inn. As a group of six
Americans and Canadians
arrive
one
warm
September
evening,
Carpenter presents platters of fresh wild salmon and prawns the
size of Maine lobsters, four to a pound.
He fixes halibut three different ways,
served with crab, scallops, oysters and
generous helpings of vegetables, bread
and, of course, stories.
Ed and his cousins had caught all the
fish that morning within a mile or two of
Bella Bella. His salmon will be sold in
American markets, he says, while the
prawns fetch a top price in Japan. As if
to illustrate the point, he carries a platter of them as he talks.
Carpenter is a member of the
Heiltsuk First Nation, one of eight aboriginal groups along the north and ccntral BC coast, with a population of about
1,200.
"\Ve are not so much connected to
the forest as we are to the ocean,"
Carpenter says of the Heiltsuk. "But
where we bridge the ocean co the land
is with the salmon. Without the forest,
we have no salmon."
In his view, logging is not the only
threat co their livelihood. The Heiltsuk
are trying to stop a salmon farming
operation from opening on the central
coast east of Bella Bella. The operation
would grow Aclancic salmon, which are
escaping from net pens all along the BC
coast, interfering with wild salmon and
its habitat. More critical are the disease
and sea lice outbreaks chat have caused
massive declines of pink salmon in the
Knight Inlet area south of here. The
government promises co allow even
more salmon farms.
Under Canada's Constitution Act,
First Nations retain aboriginal rights,
including title to the land, especially in
the absence of a treaty. As the Heiltsuk
Nation says, "We have never surren-

Talk and Log

dercd our Aboriginal Title to anyone;
we maintain title to all of our lands." In
fact, very few treaties were signed with
aboriginal people in British Columbia,
and most First Nations have had co wait
uncil this century to pursue their aboriginal rights through the BC Treacy
Process. What's more, according to high
court rulings, the federal and provincial
governments have a legal duty to consult with and accommodate the interests
of First Nations in the interim before
the title issue is resolved, including con-

cerns about resource use in the forest
and ocean. The implications for natural
resource industries arc far-reaching, and
fundamental changes are beginning to
occur in the way decisions are made.
We're mindful of whose land we are
visiting as we board a sea plane for the
first leg of our journey. As we fly low
over channels and islands, it's startling
to witness such a vast landscape chat
remains much like ic was before
Europeans migrated across the continent. The Heiltsuk and their neighbors

The
Great
Bear
Rainforest is the popular
name given to BC's wild
and rugged central and
north coast, screeching
from the tip of Knight
Inlet
to
Southeast
Alaska. Covering more
than 20 million acres,
bigger than Maine, it is one of the last
large remaining remnants of a onceunbroken forest from California co
Alaska. For many species that live
here, the Great Bear Rainforest represents the best chance for survival, if
enough forest is preserved. That is
what ecosystems are supposed to do.
They protect their own.
The Great Bear Rainforest is home
co some of the oldest and largest trees
on Earth, including Sitka spruce, western red cedar, western hemlock and
amabilis fir. Trees here tower up co 300
feet and grow for more than _1,500
years.
•
Mose of the logging on the coast is
pretty marginal. Timber companies
can make money logging the south
coast and Vancouver Island, parts of
the BC interior and Haida Gwaii.
Along the central and north coast, most
of the major valleys and most accessible areas have already been logged
(see map at left). Though handlogging
began 100 years ago, the big wave of
industrial clearcut logging along BC's
central and north coast commenced in
the l 980's, and earlier in places like
Kitirnat and Bella Coola River.
By the 1990s, almost every remaining
valley in the Great Bear was slated for
logging over the next cwo decades,
despite their global rarity and high biological values. One exception, the
783,000-acre Kitlope Valley, was fully
preserved in 1994 in a precedent-setting
collaboration among the Haisla Nation,
Ecotrust, the BC government and the
timber company West Fraser. Ian Gill,
executive director of Ecorrust Canada,
said the Kirlope was resolved peacefully
without the "set-piece battles" raging
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""We weren't trying to shut down their operations, we just said that in these intact areas, we think that all options
should be preserved while we are talking:' - Merran Smith, ForestEthics
. During the summer of Valhalla Wilderness Society, Forest
2000, Lowe's, second Watch of British Columbia and Natural
in sales behind Home Resources Defense Council.
Depot, went even furThe centerpiece of the agreement
ther by announcing an called for lasting protection for 20 enorimmediate ban on mous, intact watersheds, totaling LS
wood from the Great million acres. It left open the possibility
Bear Rainforest.
for preservation of 2 million more acres
In the end, they in 68 other watersheds, pending addiapplied enough pres- tional conservation studies and more
sure to force the BC negotiations. Those 68 watersheds were
government and tim- granted interim protection that expires
ber industry to meet at the end of June 2003.
with environmentalThe BC government and the compaists, and they agreed nies agreed to suspend logging in ocher
there would be no areas pending completion of ecological
more talk and log. studies. In exchange the groups agreed
These discussions sec to suspend activities encouraging conthe stage for the dra- sumer protests against these companies
matic announcement while the moratorium remains in effect.
of April 4, 2001, when
At the time, many hailed the agreeUjjal Dosanjh, then- ment as a "huge victory" for British
Premier of British Columbia. "It's a major first step toward
Columbia, agreed co a creating a North American rainforest
deal that would perma- legacy, and ensuring chat British
nently preserve large Columbia move from being an environchunks of the Great mental culprit co being an environmenTHE COASTAL WOLF - Observations of wolves by che Raincoasr Conservation Society scienBear. The government tal hero," Smith said.
tists and members of local communities suggest chat wolves are found in large numbers in the
signed protocols with
"This decision protects substantially
Great Bear Rainforest. Photo by Ian McAllister/Raincoast
First
ations, recog- large areas of BC's Central Coast forests
elsewhere on the coast at Clayoquot endangered forests worldwide by redinizing their aboriginal and commits to a transition strategy that
Sound, Haida Gwaii and the Walbran recting consumers and businesses title to land, and initiated unprecedent- will help realize a new economic modValley.
coward environmentally sound alterna- ed government-to-governmenr talks on el," Smith said.
ways to end damaging logging practices.
As he signed the document, Premier
One of the lessons of Kitlope, Gill tives.
Several coastal First Nations Dosanjh hailed the Great Bear
says, is that environmental groups must
"We weren't trying to shut down their
do far more than protect ecosystems. operations, we just said that in these including the Council of the Haida Rainforest as "an icon of the unique
values
Social and economic issues facing the intact areas, we think that all options Nation, Gicga'at First Nation, Haisla environmental and cultural
Heiltsuk
Nacion, British Columbia can share with the
Haisla Nation will require painstaking should be preserved while we are talk- Nation,
Kitasoo/Xaixais First Iation, Metlakatla world. It truly is that island paradise of
efforts that will take many years co ing," Smith says.
address. "All these new parks are just
Industry representatives didn't .lose First Nation, Old Massett Village legend, and will be forever."
But, as fate would have it, Dosanjh
lines on the map which sometime down sleep over the environmentalists' depar- Council and Skidegate Band Council the line can be undone," he says. "Our ture. Hostility festered on both sides in and many environmental groups played was ousted from office just weeks later.
children's children may say, 'thanks, the wake of a series of angry confronta- key roles in forcing the government to Voters replaced him with a rigidly congrarnps, that was good for you but we're tions at Clayoquot Sound, Carmanah come to terms. The list of environmen- servative government in Victoria that
going to do it differently.' You are not and Haida Gwaii that took place in the tal groups included Foresdithics, the has since repealed a trove of environmental rules designed to protect "Superjust creating wilderness, you arc think- 90s. "There was a lot of animosity David Suzuki Foundation, Sierra Club
N atural" BC. And now, with the governing through the community benefits that between them and us," Smith says. of Canada, BC Chapter, Raincoast
arise out ofit. I'm much more interested "Some people did not want co be across Conservation Society, Greenpeace, ment backsliding on its environmental
Forest Action Network, Ecotrust
commitments, some in the timber
in what we can create for cenruries, not the cable talking co us."
just decades." Ecotrust Canada has built
By excluding environmentalists from Canada, Western Canada Wilderness industry appear co have returned to their
a $3.5 million revolving loan fund for the table, industry leaders may have Commiccee, Rainforest Action Network, old ways. egotiations over unsettled
conservation-oriented coastal economic thought they had moved significantly
development, while another $1 million closer to their objective of converting
loan fund has been created by US foun- the central and north coast into a tree
dations. Economic development has plantation. But it didn't work out that
become a major priority in all First way. Smith and ocher environmentalists
ation treaty and environmental negori- were willing tO play hardball to save the
anons on the coast.
Great Bear.
By the late 1990s, the BC government
This meant going after the BC timber
had begun long-term planning for the industry's customers in the US and
north and central coast, and invited all Europe. They pressured companies like
scakcholders to take part, including bit- Home Depot tO drop BC wood products
ter rivals in the timber industry and from their shelves. Their tactics includc environmental community. Bue environed consumer boycotts, high visibility
mental groups called the process a sham. demonstrations at stores and media cam~ They refused to take a seat at the plan- paigns accusing chem of helping destroy
: ning cables to discuss the future of these the rainforest. Greenpeace activists built
U areas while the timber companies were a huge Home Depot logo on a massive
8 still clearcutting the trees.
clearcut in Southwest BC where 1,000~
"We weren't going co go through a year-old trees once stood. The campaign
a:; talk and log process," says Merran Smith was wildly successful, persuading for~ of Smithers, BC, a campaigner at the eign buyers co cancel $15 million in sales
::, time with the Sierra Club, and now with contracts. ln the summer of 1999, l lome
V1 ForestEthics. Forestlithics is an intcrnaDepot, the world's largest retailer of VANISHING GRIZZLIES? Along rhe central and norrh coast, conservationists
tional organization chat works to protect wood, pledged co phase ouc purchases are finding a disturbing absence of grizzly bears, even when the salmon are runthe Great Bear Rainforest and other from endangered regions by 2002. ning. Photo by Ian McAllister/Raincoast
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"Once again the public has been lied to regarding forest practices in British Columbia, and the repercussions in the
international market place will further damage the province's reputation:' - Ian McAllister, Raincoast
producer
with
GreenDreams
Productions in Victoria,
is along to record
images from our journey.
Once a commercial
fisherman, Tom has followed the well-worn
path of those whose
work depends on trees
that stand, not trees
that are cue down. It is
clear from the onset he
is no fan of the new
government in Victoria.
He worries that the
Liberals an odd
name for a right-wing
political party - will
open up the entire
coast to logging. He
points to Pooley Island,
dead ahead. "All this is
going to be logged," he
says, pointing this time
to his nautical map, his
FJORDLAND - Deep inland fjords surround a dramatic eastward arm of the Pacific Ocean. Here just
linger drawing a circle
one visitor can disturb the wilderness. Photo by Ian McAllister I Raincoast
around the south part
of the island. "The
issues continue, but with new players draw a map in my journal, and note the trade off is that all of this will be prerepresenting the Campbell government date: 11 am Saturday, September 8, 2001. served." He points to a much larger area
at the table, and a new dynamic among A week before, a serious storm ham- on Pooley, including the James River
the players.
mered the north coast of BC, but today a watershed. We'll hike in there next
tropical breeze barely ripples the sails. Wednesday.
Fjord land
Salmon are jumping all around, remind"The issue to me is not logging," he
ing us it's that time of year when millions continues. "It's taking all the trees like
Our sea plane taxis on the calm waters of pink salmon come home to spawn. they did on Vancouver Island. If it's
of Rescue Bay, about 30 miles north of One of our maces, Chris Vance from San logged properly, you'll save the fish. If
Bella Bella. The Ocean Light II, a 71- Francisco, dives au naturel, His fiance it's not, you lose everything."
foot ketch skippered by Tom Ellison, a Kristi Chester and friend Jacqueline
At 3 pm we pass through Mathiessen
both
representatives
of Narrows, a dramatic cut between two
former commercial fisherman, shimmers Pruner,
Foresrlithics, are here co explore the vase rocks, and head ease coward Fjordland.
in the morning sun.
The Ocean Light II will be our home area their organization is trying to help
Fjordland, a provincial recreation area is
for the next week, and Tom our guide. I save. Monika Marcovici, a digital media nature in its full glory: dolphins and

REPORT CARD: HOW THE BC GOVERNMENT

IS FAILING THE GREAT BEAR RAINFOREST

puffins, towering waterfalls and steep
cliffs surrounding an arm of the sea jutting 30 miles inland. We pass inlets and
bays, islands and fjords, bare granite
rocks and glaciers. The lowlands are
draped with thick forests of Sitka spruce
and western hemlock.
Grizzly were here yesterday, crowding
the mouth of a river at the very end of
the channel, no doubt to feast on salmon.
But they're gone now, as early evening
sets in. A few black bears play on a nearby beach. We don hip waders to see
what's up the river. Salmon, blackened
and ready to spawn, fill the channel.
Griuly scat on the rocks suggests their
unseen presence. Yet we feel safe with
Tom, mostly from our gut feeling he
knows what he's talking about. Out here,
there's not much else to go on.
"They might be here later, when the
tide goes down," he said. "At low tide
the salmon are trapped in pools and
eddies. Grizzlies don't like to fish in
deep water."
The next morning, a couple of grizzly
scroll on the beach for the entertainment
of early risers. Several jump into the
Zodiac for a closer look.
In the distance, another sailboat
approaches. After dropping anchor, two
passengers in a small skiff motor our
direction. Echoes off the surrounding
cliffs amplify the sound. It was more
than enough to spook whatever bear may
have been lurking. In this place of majestic silence, just one inconsiderate visitor ·
is enough co spoil the wilderness.

Talk and Log II
Outside the protected watersheds, the
fate of the forest awaits results from further negotiations. All the parties at the
cable - government, industry, environ-
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n 2001, the BC government agreed to a series of measures that would protect 20 watersheds, extend interim protection to 68 watersheds, institute talks
with Firsr Nations and devise "ecosystem-based management for areas to be logged. In April 2003, ForescEchics, Greenpeace, Rainforest Action
Network and the Sierra Club of Canada, BC Chapter, issued their second yearly report card to measure the government's performance.

Protection 0-

68 valleysgiven interim protection in April 2001 will have no formal protection from logging or ocher development after June 30,
potentially opening them up co resource extraction before independent science is available. The government appears to be pushing hard to log these option
areas. 2002 grade: F.

In the past year, progress has been made to plan activities for
economic measures, but First Nations still have nor had any
direct benefits. Meanwhile, the province's changesto forestry
regulations will further infringe on First Nations' rights
through the weakening of provincialmonitoringand enforcement. 2002 grade: F

First Nations
Rights and Title: O

-...
n

Credible Science:

c

The independent Coast Information Team (CIT) science
panel remains underfunded and behind schedule. As a
result, it's likely char the central and north coast land-use
planning groups will not have enough time to understand or adequately incorporate the scientists' work into their final land-use decisionsdue out later in 2003. 2002 grade: C+
I-

On March 27, 2002, the Liberal government placed $35 million
for mitigation and transition management into a fund designated
for workers, contractors and communities. However, communities
believe the fund so far leaveslittle room for their needs. First
Nations have not been included in this trust. 2002 grade: C-

Managing
Change:B-
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Ecological
Management and
Planning: F

Without analysisfrom the CIT (see Credible Science), the gov•
ernment's approach to socio-economic studies has been a narrow - and skewed - cost-benefit reviewrelyingon seriously
outdated information with hardly any value placed on healthy,
functioning ecosystems or sustainable economies. 2002 grade: D

Forest
Policy· O

The BC government has severed the social contract that has governed
the relationship between communities and loggingcompanies for more
·
than half a century. Communities saw their longstanding benefits from
this contract simply eliminated with little in return, while the logging
companies' benefits were greatly increased and further entrenched. Together with the
move to a "results-based" Forest Practices Code, the changes mean much more corporate
control of BC's forests.No 2002 grade given.
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"One of the forest industry's better kept secrets is there still is massive dearcutting on the central and north coast of
British Columbia'.' - Jim Fulton, David Suzuki Foundation

mentalists and First Nations - agree
that logging in the region should continue, but with a much lighter impact on
the land, water and wildlife. All agree
that "business as usual" is no longer an
option. No massive clearcurs visible
from the Moon. No pulping entire
watersheds into toilet paper, no logging
right down to the banks of salmon-bearing screams.
But with the new government in
office, nothing can be certain. And
indeed as a study released in January
2003 indicates, "business as usual" is
still the order of the day in parts of the
Great Bear Rainforest. This study, from
the David Suzuki Foundation, Forest
Watch of British Columbia and the
Raincoast Conservation Society, is
based on research done by a group of
scientists and foresters who flew by

helicopter over 37,000 square kilometers of the Great Bear, and over offshore
Haida Gwaii (colonially known as the
Queen Charlotte Islands). They examined 227 logging plans, all approved by
the provincial government.
They conducted 90 aerial assessmencs and Zl ground surveys, but did
not visit the remainder because the BC
Ministry of Forests and some timber
companies refused co identify the location of any logging operations. They
documented every site for which they
received coordinates with a photograph
and information about the type of logging practices used.
Their study found that at the vast
majority of logging sites, timber companies removed or planned to remove
between 80 and 100 percent of the
trees. These are clearcuts, according to

CLEARCUTTING THE GREAT BEAR. ASSESSIUG THE

What percentage of trees in each logging
site in the Great Bear Rainforest are timber companies removing?
100-80
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39-20

the report's authors.
The study reveals that timber companies plan to log 85 percent of small
salmon streams down to their banks.
Only 4 percent of the plans provide for
unlogged buffers on small fish streams
flowing through logging sites. These
methods not only kill salmon, but can
render a stream unsuitable as future
salmon habitat. Oregon, Washington
and Alaska require unlogged buffers
along this type of scream, but not British
Columbia.
Among the timber companies implicated in the devastation, one is of distinctly American fiber: Weyerhaeuser.
"One of the forest industry's better
kept secrets is there still is massive
clearcutting on the central and north
coast of British Columbia," said Jim
Fulton, Executive Direccor of the David
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What percentage of area in each logging
site do trees remain standing?

What percentage of operations are being
logged all the way down to the banks of
small streams?
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Suzuki Foundation based in Vancouver.
"We probably have more accurate overall knowledge about what's happening
than the companies and the government .. "
The study examined timber operations through Jan. 15, 2002 (an update
will be released in November 2003.) "le
shows chat bad logging practices are
going on, and resources are being irresponsibly exploited," Fulton said.
"We are concerned when we see that
logging practices have not really
changed since we reached this agreement," said Art Sterritt of the Gitga'at
First Nation, a leader who co-signed the
2001 agreement. "Clearcut logging is
not acceptable in these forests."
"Once again the public has been lied
to regarding forest practices in British
Columbia, and the repercussions in the
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There is a strong trend to remove
almost every tree.

Only 4 per cent of the plans provide
for protection of small fish streams
flowing through logging sites.

At most sites, most areas are left almost
barren of trees after logging.
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"They must move now to stem the tide of industrial expansion that continues to threaten ... British Columbia's old-

growth forests. They need to move now to identify and protect endangered forest in this province. And if they don't,
we plan to return to the marketplace with renewed vigor:' - Tzeporah Berman, ForestEthics
incemacional market place will
further damage the province's
reputation," said Ian McAllister of
Raincoasc Conservation Society
and a resident of Bella Bella. Ian
and his wife, Karen McAllister,
proposed che preservation of this
region in their impressive book of
essays and photographs, The Great
Bear Rainforest: Canada'.r Forgotten
Coast (Harbour Publishing 1997).
Mcallister says the fragile
ecosystems chat sustain wolf, deer
and salmon may be more at risk
than previously thought, and
argues that the number of preserved watersheds should exceed
the 88 now under consideration.
In April 2003, Foresrlsthics,
Greenpeace, Rainforest Action
Network and the Sierra Club of
Canada, BC Chapter, issued their
second yearly report card co mea.
.
.
.
sure the government's perforl~LA1:-JD PASSAGE - The marine highway along the B~ coast ~s a mam artery for whale
~
h migratton, and a key route for salmon. Photo by Ian McAl/1ster/Ra1ncoast.
mance. Th e tour groups gave t e
BC government three Os and one F for rained alongside healthy community
agreement. Current logging practices in
its non-commitment co uphold the April economies. Accordingly the groups BC "are devastating endangered forests
together with the BC government have in the province and threatening key
2001 agreement (see chart Page 9).
says Tzeporah
put up $1 million to raise funds for con- wildlife species,"
"The
Great
Bear
Rainforest
Berman, the group's program director.
Agreement pointed BC in the direction
servation management and conservaof long-term sustainability and market tion-based economic
"We are putting the government and
development.
access," says Lisa Matthaus of the Sierra "These are new initiatives which have industry on notice," she says. "They
Club
of Canada,
BC Chapter. never been done before in the must move now to stem the tide of
industrial expansion that continues co
province," Smith says.
"Unfortunately, the BC government's
what's·
left of British
forest policy agenda is headed in exactly
But these studies show there are threaten
plenty of reasons to doubt the govern- Columbia's old growth forests. They
the opposite direction."
Smith says environmentalists are now ment has any intention to protect these need to move now to identify and protect endangered forest in this province.
rare forests.
striving to deliver new agreements -that
protect as many watersheds as possible.
"The province may be upholding, for And if they don't we plan to return to
They are also pressing for strict "ecosys- now, the letter of the agreement, but the the marketplace with renewed vigor."
tem-based management" rules intended
constant delays and frequent attempts
to provide protection for wildlife in areas to undermine the process and their Princess Royal Island
where logging will be allowed.
boosterism of unsustainable development belies any real commitment to
The definition of this term is crucial
We set sail for the Indian River waterand depends on whom you talk to. The change," said Catherine Stewart of fall on the eastern shore of Princess
Royal Island. Many on board are hopeGreenpeace.
timber industry contends it allows
ful of spotting a Spirit Bear.
clearcutting; environmentalists say it
"The global marketplace has changed
Ic's almost 4 pm on Sunday, the 9th.
requires a much greater level of protec- and the trend is irreversible. Customers
Two black bears play in the bushes 50
tion. An independent panel of scientists,
want products derived from ecologically
known as the Coast Information Team responsible logging, and BC forest com- feet from the falls. Full of salmon, the
(CIT), will make recommendations to panies claim they are prepared co begin commotion stirs one of the bears who
the government. The government and a meeting that challenge. Now, the ques- saunters up co the top of the falls, hardnumber of conservation groups have put tion is: When will this government act to ly more than 10 feet high and easily
scalable by a salmon. The bear seizes
up $2 million for the CIT scientists to support real change?"
one and cakes a bite as Monika
determine what needs to be protected in
Fulton
of the David Suzuki
this globally significant ecosystem, and Foundation says the government has Marcovici braces her digital camera on a
how. Bur its work is rnmnlln, fbehind incentive •ro'llhange. ''"1f1he government
tripod beneath the falls.
Tom says only about l 00 Spirit Bear
schedule, and as time flies by, more and the forest industry need a big green
areas get logged.
win to save their hides," he said. "And exist in the world - others count as
Fulton notes that Premier Campbell that is why they will recognize that the many as l,000 - and he says several
and his deputy minister have been par- forests of BC's central and north coast hang out at this waterfall. But they're
and Haida Gwaii are worth more left not here today. Tom speculates that one
ticipating in meetings and discussions
- perhaps a hopeful sign. "The politi- standing than cut down. I expect a deal of his favorite bears may have been
cal solution is a huge reduction in log- to save the coast will come before the killed by hunters or run off by black
bears. Bue the biggest threat, he says, is
ging, conservation of key areas and the next election."
evolution of a First Nation-led conservaBut patience is running shore. At a logging.
"If this area is logged, the Spirit Bear
in early April,
tion-based economy," he says. "And the news conference
Premier knows it."
ForestEthics said the government's per- will go," Ellison says.
In the distance, two humpback
formance in protecting endangered
Meanwhile, environmental organizations are leading a major effort to attract forests throughout British Columbia has whales breach the surf. We're in a tiny
Zodiac, a mere herring to a 30-pound
international investment in support of been so disappointing that it is threatenconservation. This initiative recognizes ing to end the two years of "peace in the whale, and they're coming our way.
that conservation gains can only be sus- woods" that began with the April 2001 We're on a well-traveled body of water

known as the Inside Passage, the
marine highway from Juneau to
Vancouver to Seattle. At the same
time, a cruise ship emerges into
view from the opposite direction.
We abandon the bears to join
the whales. At this time of year,
humpbacks forsake their summer
feeding grounds m ouuteasr
Alaska for Mexico or Hawaii. For
an hour they entertain the visitors
in our little boat and on the cruise
ship. We got the better show, and
wet to boot. The whales leapt into
the air within 10 feet of our tiny
• craft.
That evening, Tom finds safe
harbor in Khutze Inlet. We count
at least a dozen waterfalls, a scene
that could be a national landmark
in the US, but here seldom visited. The best way to explore is by
kayak. As the high pressure front
continues to hold, we paddle up
the braided Khutze River to watch
bald eagles and yet more black bears,
but no grizzlies.
Tuesday morning is the 11th, and it
greecs us with a light drizzle. We double
back to Indian River falls for one lase
look for the Spirit Bear. We plan to go
north co the Green River and the
Aalthanash Valley, still intact but all
divided up in cut blocks for the timber
companies. But that trip will have co
wait for another day. Instead, we hear on
the radio of the attack on New York and
Washington, and our adventure is over.
Until further nocice there will be no
flights, the Coast Guard says, not even
out here in the one of most remote
wildernesses in North America. Not too
remote, it is clear, to be untouched by
terrorist acts occurring a continent away.
We deal with an almost overwhelming
fear by circling back to Pooley Island, to
walk among the salmon, wolves, bears
and cedars, and to seek out the comfort
and wisdom we need.
On the southern part of the island,
some logging is permitted under the
April 2001 Agreement. But on the northern pare, the entire James River watershed will be protected. Once again donning our hip-waders, we hike several
miles up the river channel.as hundreds
of pink salmon frolic around our feec.
We find a trail, some stinky wolf scat and
a dead salmon minus its head. Scientists
are not sure why, but wolves eat only the
head. The rest is eaten by other animals,
which spread the nutrients across the
landscape. There is no waste. This is
nature's way of feeding a forest.
On returning co Bella Bella, we pass
an ancient Heiltsuk totem - a reminder
of not only who owns this land, but who
has owned it for thousands of years. One
day the government and timber cornpanies in British Columbia will understand
this as well.
•
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Forests~------------George Bush of the North
Campbell's soup of right-wing politics wreaks havoc in the province

V

ICTORIA - Let's-play name that dictator: Since he came to power, he's undone tons of environmental laws
meant to protect forests, wildlife and rivers. He is a classic cut, gut and clearcut politician: cut taxes for the
wealthy, gut core programs for the environment, and clearcut the public's forests.

One more clue: he got himself arrested in a foreign country this year for
drunk driving and spent a night in the
slammer.
Who are we talking about? If you
guessed George W. Bush, you're an apt
student of American politics. Bush has
slashed $1.6 billion from federal spending on the environment, cut tares for
the wealthy - not once, but twice and his so-called Healthy Forests
Initiative's stated purpose is clearing
unhealthy forests, but will clearcut some
healthy ones as well. The catch is that
Bush was arrested for drunk driving in
Maine in 1976.
The correct answer to this trick question is Gordon Campbell, the premier of
British Columbia. Cops in Maui pulled
Campbell over on Jan. 9, 2003, for a passel of traffic offenses including driving
under the influence (see "Don't Pull a
Gordon, Page 13). Maui, of course, is in
a foreign country if you're Canadian.
Few places in the United States are
further apart than Maine and Maui.
Otherwise there's hardly an inch of ideological difference between the two
politicians.
As a practical matter,
Campbell cues, guts and clearcuts much
faster than Bush, but that's because he
possesses "near-dictatorial power," as
Joel Connolly of the Seattle Postlnte/ligencerwrote last year, Campbell's
party, the so-called BC Liberals (despite
the label, they are very conservative)
· holds 77 of the 79 seats in BC's
Legislative Assembly. Imagine what
Bush would do the same ifhe controlled
97 percent of the seats in Congress.
Campbell, who at age 55 is 18 months
younger than the US president, graduated like Bush from an Ivy League college, Bush from Yale, Campbell from
Dartmouth. Campbell launched his
political career as assistant to the
Vancouver mayor, and lacer worked as a
developer. He was elected mayor in
1986 and served three terms. In 1993, he
became leader of the opposition Liberal
Party in the Legislative Assembly, a par~ liamentary form of government.
IE
In the 1996 campaign, his first run for
premier, he ran on a platform of privatize
iS ing many government functions. But
: during the 2001 campaign, he cloaked
: his political views with words of moderU ation. "It's time for a New Era of envi8 ronrnental management, based on
0
r,, sound science, cleaner water and susa; tainable practices," his platform said.
E He promised "to include every British
§ Columbian in the opportunities to shape
(/) the future of this province." In his inaugural address, he intoned, "BC intends
to lead in the creation of sustainable

.::
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environmental
stewardship.
The
Minister of Water, Land and Air
Protection will ensure environmental
protection and prudence are of the highest standards."
Voters threw out the moderately pro-

gressive New Democrats who'd been in
power for a decade. The BC Liberals
they voted in have rubber-stamped all of
Campbell's policies.
Those policies have been far more
anti-environment than advertised dur-

Campbell and
Bush:
Separated at
birth?
1. Politics
My party controls 77 of 79 seats
in the BC Legislative Assembly,

•

.

My party controls both houses
of Congress, and Iraq.

•r>r

j

•

2. Environmental Protection
I'm slashing one-third of my
government's environmental
protection rules.

I'm slashing $1.6 billion from
environmental protection
programs.

3. Energy ·
I want to drill for oil in salmon
migration routes near the Pacific
coast.

I want to drill for oil in caribou
migration routes near the Arctic
coast.

4. Trophyhunting
I'm ending a moratorium on
huntin~ grizzly bears so we can
shoot em up.
.
•

I'm taking grizzly bears off the
Endangered Species List so we
can shoot 'em up in Wyoming.

5.Forests
I've come up with rules to log
more forest. I call my plan
Working Forests."

I've come up with rules to log
more forest. I call my plan
"Healthy Forests."

6.Taxes
I gave the rich a huge tax cut in
2001.

I gave the rich a huge tax cut in
2001, in 2002 and in 2003.

7. Personal behavior
I was arrested for drunk
driving in Maui.

I was arrested for drunk
driving in Maine.

A version of this story and chart was published in the Spring 2003 issue of
OnEartb, the magazine of the Natural Resources Defense Council.

ing the campaign. Polls in BC show that
the public strongly supports environ-.
mental protection, but apparently voters
had no idea how far to the right
Campbell planned to govern. He pulled
off the old bait-and-switch routine to
perfection.
So far, Campbell has:
• Thrown out one-third of all rules co
protect the environment, while boosting
the amount of trees to be clearcut;
•Eliminated most of the new South
Chilcotin Provincial Park so mining and
logging companies can access the area;
• Ended temporary moratoria on grizzly bear hunting and on the development of new salmon farms in marine
waters;
• Moved to open offshore waters to
oil and gas development.
• Defied the British Columbia
Supreme and Appeal Courts, the
Federal government, and the T:aku
River Tlingit First Nation by approving
to the Tulsequah Chief mine and road
proposal in the Taku Wilderness.
• Campbell's government closed
Ministry of Forests offices in 20 communities around BC, and fired 2,000 workers in ministries that protect the environment. Further cuts are planned.
These workers do everything 'from
maintaining forest trails to enforcing
logging plans.
"He simply lied about what his government would do," says George
Heyman,
president
of the BC
Government Employees Union. "He
believes the role of government is co get
out of the way and let big corporations
run the economy, without regard to
social and environmental concerns."
"What we are witnessing is probably
the most hostile government in the history of British Columbia toward the
environment," says Chris Genovali,
executive director of the Raincoasc
Conservation Society in Victoria. "We're
in for a fight on this front that probably
exceeds what the people in the United
States are facing with George Bush."
Opposition leader Joy MacPhail of
the New Democratic Party said in a
recent speech, "Gordon Campbell is the
real McCoy: an honest to goodness
right-wing ideologue of the most cold
and calculating kind."
Like Bush, Campbell's friends in the
industry paid most of the bills for the
campaign (see chart on Page 16), and
have been getting quite a payback on
their investment. The fourth largest
donor to Campbell's campaign is the US
timber company Weyerhaeuser, which
paid $54,400 for regime change in BC.
Another US timber company, the

"Premier Campbell is literally turning back the dock with his Draconian budget cuts and disdain for environmental regulation. The Liberal government is essentially abdicating its responsibility to manage the
province's wildlife:' - Chris Genovali, Raincoast Conservation Society
Portland-based Pope & Talbot, was the
24th-largest donor. These companies
scand to benefit from the meltdown of
wildlife protection rules on both sides of
the US-Canada border.
It's all a timber executive could ever
wane: no rules, just right.
On his first day in office, Campbell
announced a massive tax cut chat gave
sudden new wealth to the richest 5 percent of BC taxpayers, many of whom are
stockholders in the same industries that
funded his campaign. Lacer he cut business taxes by half. This left BC with a
gaping budget deficit, which he plugged
by dismantling a wide range of social,
education, health and environmental
services. In the first few months he
chopped thousands of employees from
public payrolls while closing schools,
courthouses and hospitals.
By the end of March 2003, 29 forest
service offices were closed and 35 percent of the ministry's staff had been laid
off. The cuts have crippled the government's ability to monitor logging operations and enforce compliance with environmental laws.
By 2004, Campbell plans to have
overturned one-third of all environmental rules designed to protect BC's
forests, parks, wildlife and rivers. He has
appointed a "minister of deregulation"
and has already discarded the BC Forest
Practices Code enacted in 1995 to protect wildlife and ecosystems from logging. Last November, he replaced it
with a much more industry-friendly version, known as the "results-based
code." (See story, Page 16.)
In a speech last year to a timber
industry group, Campbell promised that
the new forest code would set "the
highest" environmental standards. "But
we have confidence that our industry
wants to meet those standards, that they
will meet those standards, and chat they
have practices chat are based on sustainable resource management and sound
scientific principles."
But Candace Barycki of the environmental group ForestEthics, says the
damaging effects of Campbell's forest
policies are obvious in every corner of
the province, particularly in the rare and
biological rich inland rainforests in BC.
"(;:ndangered species are crashing, and
logging companies are increasingly
unable to find enough wood to fill their
own allowable cuts in some areas," she
says. "They are moving into steeper
areas. They are moving into domestic
watersheds provoking confrontation
with rural people who are worried about
the impact of logging on their water supplies. Yet in BC we are cutting more
than ever, in a time when wood prices at
all time lows and supplies are at all time
highs, in a tragic race to the bottorn chat
will leave current and future generations
with a lot less than we have uaditionaUy
enjoyed in this province."
At the same time, Campbell has been

NO HOME FOR THE SPOTTED OWL - Clearcuts like this one in southwest
British Columbia have decimated the northern spotted owl population in the
province. Photo courtesy Western Canada Wilderness Committee.
slashing budgets to monitor and enforce
violations of the new code. BC's budget
for the environment will sink to a historical low by 2004, according to a recent
study by the Raincoast Conservation
Society. "Coastal BC's enforcement
budget today is essentially the same as
in 1983," Raincoast's Genovali says.
"Premier Campbell is literally turning
back the clock with his Draconian budget cues and disdain for environmental
regulation. The Liberal government is
essentially abdicating its responsibility
co manage the province's wildlife."
The Campbell government is also
planning to increase the corporate con-

trol of public forests through its new
"Working Forest" legislation. Under
this law, companies will be able to work
with government to set timber targets
almost regardless of impacts on wildlife.
The government will also designate
almost half the province as a "working
forest" in order co guarantee a sizeable
land base for timber companies to
clearcut. This law will also yield another
kind of certainty: a range of endangered
species will be driven to extinction in
the foreseeable future, unless things
change, environmentalists charge.
Ken Wu of the Western Canada
Wilderness Society calls the law "per-

"Don't Pull a Gordon"
Memorable pictures from the Hawaiian vacation
ritish Columbia Premier
Gordon Campbell mugs for
police in Maui in the pictures
above after his Jan. 9, 2003, arrest
on a drunk driving charge.
He was stopped at 12:59 a.m. on
the main highway in western Maui
after showing signs of inroxication.
He had a blood alcohol content of
.161, more than double the legal
limit. He was also cited for speeding, failure to drive on the right side
of the road and disregarding lane

B

markings. He was taken into custody, fingerprinted, photographed
and locked in a jail cell at Wailuku
until 9:40 a.m. and released after
posting bail. He later pleaded no
contest, was fined $913 and apologized to BC voters.
Some voters launched a recall
campaign. while the University of
Saskatchewan Students' Union
issued a poster of Campbell, his
smiling mug shots and the caption:
"Don't Pull a Gordon. Drive Safe."

haps the most sweeping anti-environmental forestry legislation in B.C.'s history," Jim Fulton of the David Suzuki
Foundation says the government has
given the timber companies far more
than they had wanted. "No company
ever asked for half the province to cue,
No company ever asked for no forest
practice code co be imposed nn uhcrn.
This will lead to such bad results that
another government will have to come
in and clean it up," Fulton says.
Last year, as British Columbian environmental groups were protesting these
changes, Campbell cut off their access
t0 information and government officials.
The government refuses to locate logging operations for environmental
groups who want to monitor for damage
to the environment.
The impacts on wildlife will be enormous, says Dr. Brian Horejsi, a grizzly
bear expert at the University of Alberta
in Calgary. He predicts several key grizzly populations will be lost unless the
government drastically changes its ways
- which it is not likely to do. "This
government is betraying the people of
the province," he says. "They have such
a narrow and aggressive agenda on
behalf of corporate development.
Virtually nothing is immune."
Campbell's controversial initiatives
also extend to energy development. He
wants to open offshore areas to oil and
gas drilling for the first time since a
moratorium against drilling was
imposed in 1972.
"We will take that energy and ship it
down to our friends in the United
States," Campbell says. "If you were an
American and you were thinking about
your energy future and your country's
security, would you rather depend on
Canadian energy or Saudi Arabian
energy? I'd pick Canada every single
time."
The Canadian government estimates oil reserves of 9.8 billion barrels
in Hecate Strait southeast of Haida
Gwaii, as well as 40 trillion cubic feet of
natural gas in waters close to Vancouver
Island. These are also salmon migratory routes, and any significant spill could
have catastrophic effects.
Conservationists say the government's esrimates di lfussll tm!l reserves
are wildly exaggerated, and any proposal to drill will face stiff opposition.
Instead, they say offshore waters
should be protected through the .ereation of a network of marine reserves.
Campbell's plan to open new South
Chilcorin Mountains to logging and
mining nas stirred broad public outrage. "We are dead set against allowing
any logging or mining in our provincial
parks," says Gwen Barlee of the
Western
Canada
Wilderness
Committee, "and the overwhelming
majority of British Columbians feel the
same way."
•
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A Tortured
Land

>- First Nations

. >- Energy Development in the Peace River Region

Until recent years, Canada
never negotiated treaties char
would have settled First
Nacion land claims.
In February 2002, the BC
Court of Appeal held that "there
is a reasonable possibility" that
the Haida will be able to establish
nder the new government of Premier
aboriginal title co at lease some
Gordon Campbell, timber companies
parts of the coastal and inland areas
of Haida Gwaii as well as an aboriginal
clearcut BC forests at the rate of a half,
million acres per year. Hunters shoot grizzly bears right to harvest red cedar trees from the
various old-growth forests on Haida Gwaii
for the fun of it. Industrial salmon farmers expand (follow arrows at right).• ----------------
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their disease-ridden operations into the pristine
marine habitat of wild salmon. Loggers remove
western red cedars, some older than 1,000 years
old, from First Nation lands - possibly in viola,
tion of the Internacional Convention on
Biodiversity. And corporations talk to sympathetic
politicians about drilling for oil in Hecate Strait,
the main route along the coast for migrating
whales and salmon.
Half the province is
being set aside for log,
ging. Rules protecting the
environment are being
erased. Grizzlies, spirit
bears, northern spotted
owls, mountain caribou,
ANCIENT CEDAR - Timber
Vancouver Island mar,
companies have been removing
western red cedars from the
mots, marbled murrelecs,
province at a rapid rate. Photo
courtesy W est~rn Canada
salmon runs and rnounWilderness Committee
cain caribou face an
increasing danger of extinction.
While this map highlights key trouble spots in
BC where Campbell is pushing for increased
resource extraction on behalf of big corporations,
it also underscores the work being done on behalf
of BC's natural environment by its citizens. A well,
organized coalition is making a strong case for pro,
tecting these lands and addressing economic and
social concerns facing rural communities in BC.
>- Salmon Farms
There are 121 salmon farms in BC's marine waters, primarily
located in and around the northeast and west ceases of
Vancouver Island.
The Campbell·governmenc in 2002 rescinded a moratorium on
fish farm expansion that had been in place since 1995, allowing for
new operations to crop up along the central coast.
Outbreaks of disease and sea lice have caused massive pink
salmon declines. Now there are concerns about potential damage
caused by fishing farming to global fisheries. •
Each dot represents a concentrationof
fish farms in the area.
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Campbell has his eye on massive oil and gas reserves in the Peace River region in the
northeast, and coal-bed methane reserves throughout che province. "We will take that energy
and ship it down to our friends in the United States," Campbell says. "Seven percent of their
energy right now is fuelled by coal-bed methane. If you were an American and you were
thinking about your energy future and your country's security, would you rather depend on
Canadian energy or Saudi Arabian energyr I'd pick Canada every single time,"
The Peace River region is home to the largest natural gas deposits in the province as well as
several timber companies that are turning its boreal forests into wood products at a voracious
rate.
Frequent violations of forestry and environmental laws, and a projected doubling of natural gas production threaten wildlife. •
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Inland Rainforests
--- , ..:'. >-There
are only two inland rainforests in the

f

world, both are in British Columbia and both
: are in danger of being logged out of existence. In
I

>- Spirit Bear Sanctuary

I
I
I

The arrow at right points to the last remaining habitat for the Spirit Bear, centered around
Princess Royal Island and Pooley Island. An
agreement among the BC government, first
Nations, environmental organizations and
timber companies set aside 240,000 hectares
(593,000 acres) as a Spirit Bear Sanctuary in
2001.
The sanctuary is in the center of Great Bear
Rainforest, itself a global treasure, and where vase
watersheds were set aside in 2001 for permanent
protection. Other areas are under review for protected status. • - -- - - -- -- - - -- - - -- -- ---- ---- - - --- -----
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>- Offshore Oil Drilling ------------Campbell wanes to open offshore areas to oil and
gas development for the first time since a moratorium
against drilling was imposed in 1972.
The Canadian government estimates oil reserves of9.8 billion barrels in Hecate Strait southeast of Haida Gwaii, as well
as 40 trillion cubic feet of natural gas in waters close co
Vancouver Island, as shown in dark blue. These are also
salmon migratory routes, and any significant spill could have
catastrophic effects.
Conservationists say the government's estimates of fossil
fuel reserves are wildly exaggerated, and any proposal to drill
will face stiff opposition. Instead, they say these waters
should be protected through the creation of a network of
marine reserves. •
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Range of southern BC mountain
caribou herds. Source: BC Ministry of
Sustainable Resource Management
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>- Northern Spotted Owl
Brooks Wilderness
Clayoquot Sound"

>-Vancouver Island
Some 75 percent of the island's old-growth trees have been
removed, and now the impacts are becoming painful.
Mills and communities are shutting down because oldgrowth is largely liquidated.
North America's most endangered mammal lives here- the
Vancouver Island marmot - and is nearly extinct. Only about
two dozen individuals exist in the wild, and there is no hope
that the species will survive without an interventive captive
breeding program.
In the last two decades, deer have declined by 75 percent,
wolf and cougar by SO percent each and Roosevelt elk are listed

I
I

•

southeastern BC, a rainforest with more tree
species than anywhere else in BC stretches
along the windward slopes of the Rocky and
Columbia Mountains.
The climate there is as wet as along the BC
coast. Some of these forests are known as
"antique" forests because the ecosystem has been INLAND RAINFOREST - A view
near Revelstoke. Photo courtesy
free of catastrophic disturbance for longer than Western Canada Wilderness
the age of the oldest trees within chem, and some Committee
trees ace older than 1,000 years. Unfortunately,
this status gives them no special protection from the BC government. This area is
also one of the lase remaining habitats for mountain caribou, a species that is
near extinction due to logging and other disturbances.
The smaller inland rainforest northeast of Prince Rupert is
__
arguably an extension of the coastal rainforest, but is considered
\~
an inland rainforest by many scientists because of its wet cli0 ~..f'
mate and distance from the coast.•

as threacened. As the number of deer has declined, wolf and
cougar are killing the last of the remaining marmots. The gov·
ernment is now killing wolves co protect the marmot while
ignoring the root cause of the marmot's decline.
Logging continues in parts of Clayoquoc Sound, while one of
the last large intact ancient forest areas on the island, Brooks
Wilderness, has been approved for logging and a road is being
built into the East Creek watershed (for more information, see
www.saveeastcreek.org). This watershed is home to murrelets,
deer, elk, wolves, and likely cougar, as well as all species of wild
Pacific salmon. •

''
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>- South Chilcotin Provincial Park/Lillooet
Rainshadow Wilderness
In April 2001, the former BC government decided to protect
72,000 hectares in the South Chilcotin Mountains as a provincial park. But the new government does not recognize the park
and may shrink its boundaries to encompass just 3,000
hectares around scenic Spruce Lake if not dismantle the park
altogether.
Under pressure from the Mining Association of BC, the government may open the rest to logging and mining. •

The blue area is home co the lase 25 breeding
pair northern spotted owl in Canada. Scientists
expect the owl to disappear altogether within a
decade unless steps are taken now to protect che
remaining old-growth habitat.
Canada's new Species at Risk Ace and the BC
Legislative Assembly don't protect the owl and the
government's own logging operations are much co
blame for the clearcutting of owl habitat, according
to a 2002 report, Logging to Extinction, by the
Western Canada Wilderness Committee, the Sierra
Legal Defence Fund, and the Forest Watch of British
Columbia.•

Produced by Caseadia Times
Portland Oregon June 2003
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Fo~~Wil~©~[OO~~~~~~~~~~~~Top corporate donations
to Gordon
Campbell's parry, the BC Liberals, from 19962001. All $$ Canadian. American companies
are in bold. Source: BC Ministry of Elections.

Pocketing Regime Change
The money

that put Campbell

in office -

and his American connections

Amount

2

Interior (wood products)

$105,350

9

Cominco (mining)

$49,800

TimberWest

$66,150

10

Adera Development

$43,087

(wood products)

3

West Fraser Mills

Corp. (real estate)

$56,690

(wood products)

4

Weyerhaeuser Canada

Cantor Corp.

Teck Corporation (mining)

7

Westcoast Energy Inc.
(energy)

8

12

BC Gas Utility Ltd.

$40,300

(energy)

$53,650

$52,700

18

lignum (wood products)

19

Canwest Global
(media)

20

lnwest (finance)

21

Sauder Industries Ltd.

$50,500

Bosa Development

$39,250

22

$30,650

$30,000

$30,000

Weldwood of Canada

Adera Construction

RiversideForest Products

$30,000

Ltd (wood products)

$36,400

23

Ltd. (wood products)

16

$31,400

(wood products)

Corp. (builder)

15

$50,000

$40,000

FOG Property

Husby Forest Products
Ltd. (wood products)

(real estate)

14

Finning International
(heavy equipment)

$41,400

13

(wood products)

6

Bank of Montreal (finance)

$54,400

Ltd. (wood products)

5

11

17

$32,400

24

(builder}

Ainsworth Lumber

$29,000

(wood products)

$28,500

Pope & Talbot Ltd.

$27 ,500

(wood products)

CAMPBELL'S LOONIES & TOONIES - T~o US-based corporations, Weyerhaeuser and Pope & Talbot, were among the leading corpo·
rate contributors to the Campbell campaign, and stand to financially benefit from the new government's deregulated forest code.

.,

BCs new "results . . based" forest code a pathway to extinction
nacted in November 2002,
British Columbia's
"resultsbased" forest practices code
replaces a 1995 law that was hailed ac
the time as a model for protecting
wildlife.
Bue the old Forest Practices Code
never lived up tO its reputation. It
required the government to guard the
health.of forested landscapes and protect wildlife habitat. Instead, the government paid closer attention to making
sure timber companies met targets for
the amount of trees cut down. The
focus on proceccing the environment
was always secondary, environmentalists say.
Bur now, the old code is looking pretty good. The new forest code, which
cook effect April 1, contains no minimum standards or environmental regulations. It also undermines the democratic process. Government officials
excluded small businesses, working
people and environmental groups
groups from meetings last September
when the new law was being written.
Only representatives of big timber companics were allowed in the room. The
government apparently was helping citizens get used to a new way of doing
business in the woods. They no longer
can preview site plans or appeal them in
court, Government officials won't even
review these plans. Information about
logging sites -inventories, ecological
values and other planning details that
were public under the previous code now belongs to the company and out of
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reach of the citizens.
In short, timber companies will monitor themselves for compliance with a
new Jaw they helped to write, says
George Heyman President B.C.
Government and Service Employees'
Union.
"Citizens are going to have much less
information about what is going on out
in the forest," says Lisa Matthaus of the
Sierra Club of Canada, BC Chapter.
"Finding out what is going on will be
hugely difficult."
No one will necessarily know chat
loggers arc crashing a watershed uncil
long after the fact. And even if a company is proven to have damaged a
scream, it will not be liable for the dam-

age so long as it had been acting in
accordance with its own plan. Under
the results-based code, "we tried" .will
be an acceptable defense against environmental violations. All the company
needs to do is demonstrate that it exercised "due diligence" - in other words,
the company will go free if it made reasonable efforts to comply with the code.
The code does nothing to reverse the
province's trend of cutting down trees
much faster than it can grow them.
"Falldown," a 1999 report from
Ecotrust Canada and the David Suzuki
Foundation, showed that harvest levels
were already coo high in the late 1990s
to sustain for the long run. In large
swaths of the province, the rate of log-

RESULTS - Timber companies will operate under few restrictions to prevent
clearcuts like this one on Haida Gwaii. Ian McAl/ister/Raincoast

ging was 50 to I 00 percent or more
above the level that could be sustained
over time.
The new code further weakens forest
proceccion, critics say, by reducing government oversight of industry. "British
Columbia has lose its capacity to enforce
its environmental regulations, even as
inadequate as they are," says Dr. Brian
Horejsi, who analyzed the lack of
enforcement in "Losing Ground," a
report for the Raincoast Conservation
Society.
The final rules implementing the
new results-based code will not be in
place for another year. o one knows
yet what measurable results timber
companies will be required to meet.
Some say this lack of clarity will make
the new code more difficult and costly
to enforce. Many have referred to the
new law as a "pathway to species
extinction in BC."
The northern spotted owl may be the
first to go. Fewer than 25 pair exist in
the province, and most of those live in
areas that are being logged by the BC
government's own small business logging program. Horejsi says 11 small but
critical populations of grizzly bear could
be next. The most likely results of the
new results-based code, he says, will be
more logging and more extinctions. •

Veteran activist says Americans.can help BC save its forests
or more than two decades, whenever an environmental crisis confronted British Columbia,
you could be almost certain to find Vicky
Husband in the middle of the action.
As a volunteer activist and Conservation Chair for
the Sierra Club of Canada, BC Chapter, she has challenged the government and timber industry over logging in Clayoquot Sound, in the South Moresby area
of Haida Gwaii, (Queen Charlotte Islands) and more
recently in the Great Bear Rainforest. She was
instrumental in helping create Canada's only grizzly
hear sanctuary, the Khurzeymareen, and is now striving to save groundfish and wild salmon populations
on BC's coast and ensure sustainable fisheries. None
of which has endeared her to the BC government.
On March 26, Premier Gordon Campbell barred
her and others from attending a press conference
about public land logging. ·
That's hardly the way to treat someone who just
last year received the Order of Canada, the country's
highest civilian honor, given to "recognize outstanding achievement and service in various fields of
human endeavour." Similarly, in 2000 she was honored with membership in the Order of BC.
Cascadia Times interviewed her by phone from
her home near Victoria on Vancouver Island, where
less than 25 percent of the old-growth trees have
been spared, with more cut down every day. Only
about 7 percent is protected.
Cascadia Times: What was the government trying to do when you were banned from the press conferences?
Vicky Husband: They held it at a private college
on the outskirts of Victoria, announcing something
called the Forest Revitalization Act. It's about changing the way we manage our forests, ripping up the
social contract, and allowing more corporate control
of the public forest. Starting in the 1950's, they
replaced small local logging operations with massive
tree farm licenses and other tenures that suited big
logging companies. In exchange, these companies
were supposed to provide jobs in local communities,
but they just threw that out, leaving communities
high and dry while private companies got carte
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"Get informed,
then come and
see what is hap,
pening here in
BC. After you
visit, write to
our local newspapers and
express your
concerns."

Vicky Husband

blanche to do what they want with our trees.
CT: The party in power, the right-wing BC
Liberals, is doing pretty much whatever they want.
Does the public really support their agenda?
VH: If you only have two members in opposition,
and you have 77 Liberal seats, you no-longer have a
working democracy. The Liberal party votes as a
block and, for instance, can abolish environmental
legislation that took years to establish with the stroke
of a pen. And there is quite an extreme right-wing
agenda that I don't think the people of BC knew
they were voting for: Schools are being closed, courthouses are being closed and local communities are
really struggling. Support in some rural areas is dropping for this government becausdof social, educational, environmental and health care cuts.
CT: A lot of people are upset with his decision to
revisit and possibly seriously undermine the protection of South Chilcotin Mountains Provincial Park.
Why did he do that?
VH: This government wants to reopen it all,
because they promised to support mining in BC and
the mining industry said they won't support the government unless they take this park apart (see campaign contributors on Page 16). But there are no
proven commercially viable mineral resources there.

We figure the mining industry is making.this stand
because they feel they should be able co mine in any
part of BC. The government is seriously considering
their demand. There are 13 other protected areas in
the Lillooet region and First Nation areas they want
co look at coo. The grizzly is vulnerable there, ·and so
are bull trout and ocher species. The area brings in
$11 million annually in tourism revenue and is well
known internationally for its spectacular landscapes,
alpine flower meadows and wildlife.
CT: You've been fighting for the BC environment
for a long rime. Whar's been your inspiration?
VH: I love to get out there and enjoy these wonderful places. You have to. Clayoquot Sound and the
wild west coast of Vancouver Island is very close co
me. I was fighting for Meares Island in Clayoquoc
Sound in 1984. I also got very involved in the battle
to save South Moresby (Gwaii Hanaas), and we finally achieved protection there with the leadership of
the Haida in 1987. Around that time we were also
trying co save the Khutzeymateen. I was president of
Friends of Ecological Reserves. I joined the board of
Sierra Club of Canada, BC Chapter in I 988. I was
motivated by watching what was happening to our
old ·growth forests and our wildlife, and realizing we
citizens have to voice our concerns if we want co protect and not lose our precious natural heritage.
CT: What can folks in the states do?
VH: Come and visit. Get informed, then come
and see what is happening here in BC. It is one of
the earth's last frontiers and it's everyone's responsibility to protect it. We have incredible wildlife populations. The most important ancient temperate rainforest left on the planet, not just on the central and
north coast but on Haida Gwaii and places on •
Vancouver Island. Come and help us protect these
areas. After you visit, write to our local newspapers
and express your concerns. You will have more credibility if you have come to BC.
And don't buy farmed salmon.
•
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Health of BC forests at stake in US-Canada softwood lumber dispute
ordon Campbell's policies have
done few favors for BC's "supernatural"
environment.
He
claims instead to be boosting the
province's beleaguered timber industry.
But with generous government subsidies in pocket, BC companies have
flooded the US market with wood products, driving prices up and profits down.
These subsidies consist of direct cash
payments co industry and low prices
charged to companies that remove timber from public (also known as
"crown") lands.
These schemes are detailed in a 2002
study by the Northwest Ecosystem
Alliance, Natural Resources Defense
Council and Defenders of Wildlife. The
report says subsidies encourage environmental damage to occur in sensitive
areas that otherwise would never be
profitable co log. And the subsidies
underwrite the "environmental freeride" companies receive when laws co
protect wildlife from the impacts of log-
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ging are weakened or not enforced.
"The staggering volume of wood
flowing from provincial public forests
and traditional aboriginal lands is
indicative of the breadth of subsidies to

growth forests."
In 2002, the US government imposed
a stiff 27.2 percent tariff on Canadian
softwood exports co the US (see sidebar
Page 17). The tariff was designed to

timber products - is greater where
trees are allowed to remain standing.
"This government will never protect
its forests for the love of any critters,"
says Ian Gill, executive director of
Ecotrust Canada. "It might do so for the
love of the dollar."
As shown on the chart on Page 16,
timber companies have paid mere tens
of thousands of dollars to elect the guy
most likely to let the subsidies continue. n
Obviously it's not an expensive game to a
OI
play, and for the short term, the return n
on that investment is looking good. But
as the supply of low-cost old-growth a,
timber runs out, mills are shutting down. ::'
Timber companies in BC are classic cutpunish Canadian timber companies for, and-run operators: cut the forest until its "'
dumping low-cost wood products into gone, then move on co the next big [
US markets.
score. They leave behind devastated 3
Without subsidies, the destruction of communities and unemployed workers. ~
much of BC's forests would cease. BC
Sadly, for the workers and cornrnunimay just find that its forests' contribu- ties, the question is not whether this w
tion to the economy - taking into game will ever end, but how long will it
account such things as tourism and non- last.
•

"The staggering volume of wood flowing from
provincial public forests and traditional aboriginal
lands is indicative of the breadth of subsidies to the
logging industry in BC."

- Joe Scott, Northwest Ecosystem Alliance
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the logging industry in BC," said Joe
Scott Northwest Ecosystem Alliance in
Bellingham. "The sad thing is that even
with the pressure of softwood duties
and world attention on its forest practices, the Liberal government is handing over more control to an industry that
is intent on liquidating chose public old-
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Forests OJii~&m-----------Feeding Frenzy: BC salmon farmers swamp South American fisheries

I

n 1995, the British Columbia government temporarily banned new salmon fish farms along its
coast. The farms had angered environmentalists
and traditional fishermen who said they threatened
stocks of wild Pacific salmon.
Last September, BC Premier Gordon Campbell lift·
ed the moratorium and welcomed fish farm operators
to expand or build new facilities. Most BC fish farms
raise Atlantic salmon, a species chat is not native to this
coast. Critics contend fish that escape from the pens
will eventually begin co breed in the wild in coastal
screams and displace native Pacific species. Fish farms
also produce vast amounts of waste and spawn outbreaks of sea lice that infect native salmon.
But Campbell's aggressive move will do more than
damage his province's salmon. It could also threaten
the planer's small fish. Salmon are carnivorous. In fish
farms, they are fed fishmeal and fish oil made from
small, bony, pelagic species like anchovy, sardine, and
mackerel primarily caught in the Pacific Ocean off
South America.
With the fish farm industry expanding not only in
BC but in Chile, Scotland and Norway, it will only be
a matter of time before it consumes all the world's production of fish oil, according co a recent report from the
World Wildlife Fund, "Food for Thought: the Use of
Marine Resources in Fish Feed."
"Their use of all of the wild fish oil produced in the
world for their feed staggers the imagination," says Jim
Fulton, executive director of the David Suzuki
Foundation, a Vancouver-based group that has been a
long-time advocate for banning salmon farming off the
BC coast. "Sardines used to be dirt cheap, but the
industry takes all the sardines. You can't gee sardines
anymore."
By Fulton's calculation, 5 billion pounds of wild fish
which has hiscorically has fed people "is going strait

..

into the salmon pens. Is it right co be diverting inexpensive local fish from countries in South American
where we vacuum them off the coast?"
The world's fisheries are already heavily exploited.
The predicted increase in fish farming of carnivorous
species would increase the use of already depleted
marine resources. WWF fears that the aquaculture
industry will directly place further pressure on already

"Their use of all of the
wild Ssh oil produced in
the world for their feed
staggers the imagipation.
Sarrunes used to be dirt

cheap,buttheindustry
takes all the
sardines. You can't get
sardines anymore.'

-Jim Fulton,
David Suzuki Foundation
heavy exploited fish species used to produce this fish
oil and fishmeal.
All fish species used for fishmeal and fish oil in both
the Pacific and the Atlantic are important for the
marine ecosystem, as they are prey for fish, birds and
mammals, the World Wildlife Fund report said, with

this warning: "Increased exploitation of these species
to meet the demands from an expanding fish farm
industry could very well turn out to be an ecological
time bomb under the industry."
Meanwhile, since Campbell's announcement, opposition co fish farm expansion has grown significantly.
Tourism operators, First Nations, commercial fishers,
and environmentalists have joined forces co stop the
government's plans.
"As an eco-tour operator on the Pacific Coast, I consider the widespread expansion of the salmon farming
industry as a threat to my business as well as co the
environment," said Dave Lutz, founder of the newly
formed Americans for Wild Pacific Salmon. "The science is out -- farmed salmon is a threat to wild salmon
stocks and the marine ecosystem."
The Heiltsuk Firsc Nation is fighting all fish farm
development in their traditional territory along the
central coast of BC. "The Heiltsuk First Nacion has
once again reiterated our position on zero tolerance for
fish farm development in our territory and will use any
legal means necessary to protect our way of life," said
Philip Hogan, Heiltsuk
Fish Farm Referrals
Coordinator.
Furthermore, Campbell's credibility on fish farm
issues has been undermined by scandal. One of his
deputies was forced to resign as head of the BC government's Agriculture, Fish and Food programs on
news that he was under police investigation for his
handling of a fish farm investigation in the fall of 2001.
He allegedly tipped-off a major fish farm operation
about a government investigation into its practices,
effectively scuttling the investigation.
•

Vancouver Island old--growth almost 75 percent gone
New logging plans threaten East Creek as the 10th anniversary of the Clayoquot Sound blockades near
y the time the Clayoquot Peace
Camp shut down in the fall of
1993, police had arrested 856
people for protesting clearcut logging
in Clayoquot's ancient forest.
The event soon became the largest
act of civil disobedience in Canada's
history. Two years later the BC government put together a scientific panel to
develop criteria on how best to log
Clayoquot Sound.
But clearcutting did not end in
Clayoquot or anywhere else on the
island. Today more than 70 percent of
the island's old-growth is gone.
The forests of Vancouver Island I
remain embroiled in controversy. Two
~ grandmothers have been sitting in jail
chis year as punishment for protesting.
c
There are only six large intact waterii sheds left on the island. One of chem,
: Ease Creek on Brooks Peninsula on the
: island's northwest corner, is known for
U its mossy, sunlit old growth forests, but
M
activists warn it is in danger of becorn~ ing a second-growth tree farm.
~
Weyerhaeuser holds the rights to log
E the lower East Creek valley, but the
company has promised not to log there.
However, another company has proposed a road right through a marbled
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murrelet reserve into Weyerhaeuser's
area, says Jill Thompson of the Sierra
Club of Canada, BC Chapter..
"This is a BC government decision,"
she says. "The government is knowingly leaving a very impoverished landscape for future generations on
Vancouver Island. All the best old
growth is already gone and they keep
approving industrial logging in the few
good areas that remain."
Besides the red-listed (endangered)
marbled murrelets, East Creek is home
to blue-listed (threatened) roosevelt
elk, black bear, wolf, cougar, and
unusually healthy runs of all species of
wild pacific salmon.
Vancouver Island marmots are all but
gone; and now Joyce Murray, Minister
of Water, Land & Air Protection proposes to kill wolves and cougars in a
last-ditch to save them. Canada firsi:
listed the marmot in 1979 as endangered but did nothing to hale logging
and road-building within its core habitat. There might be two dozen marmots left in the wild, plus another 80 in
captivity.
"If Murray was truly concerned
about recovering both deer and marmot
populations she would be advocating

an end to clearcut logging and che protection of remaining old growth forest
habitat on Vancouver Island instead of
kowtowing to sport hunting interests,"
says Chris Genovali, executive director
of the Raincoast Conservation Society
in Victoria.
Close to Victoria, the Walbran Valley
is one of the most southern and fertile
temperature rainforests in BC, as well
as one of the warmest and wettest. Lase
winter, Weyerhaeuser lifted a moratorium on logging in the Walbran Valley
and are now loggjng the valley heavily.
On May 8, two grandmothers, Betty
Krawczyk, 74, and Jen Bradley, 48,
were arrested under a court ordered
injunction for blocking Weyerhaeuser
from accessing the forests of the
ancient Upper Walbran watershed.
Clayoquoc Sound, the largest trace of
intact ancient forest left on Vancouver
Island, is about 33 percent protected in
parks.
Two logging companies have been
removing trees from the other areas.
One is a company owned 51 percent by
'the Nuu-chah-nulth and 49 percent by
Weyerhaeuser. This company is known
as Iisaak (pronounced Esock), which in
the Nuu-chah-nulth language means

"respect." The company is staying out
of the pristine valleys within its tenure,
phasing out logging of old-growth and
cutting at a lesser rate.
But the other company, Interfor, is
logging heavily at Clayoquot. "Interfor
is logging Clayoquot at an industrial
rate,"says Lee-Ann Unger of Friends of
Clayoq uot Sound. "The company has
also stated its intent to log in the
Sydney and Pretty Girl Valleys, two of
the lase large pristine valleys on
Vancouver Island."
lnterfor says its footprint at
Clayoqouc is small. It says in 100 years,
it will harvest just 4 percent of the
sound's land base.
Bue last winter, Incerfor built logging
roads on the border of Pacific Rim
National Park in southern Clayoquoc
Sound. The park is the core of the
Clayoquot Sound Biosphere Reserve,
yet has no buffer. "The park is not
large enough to provide adequate habitat for the populations of bears, wolves,
cougars and ocher wildlife that use the
area." Unger says. "Logging the forests
surrounding the park directly compromises the park's ecological integrity." •

--------------------- ..........,
First Nations go to court for land, resources

BC TREATIES

BC governments slow to recognize aboriginal treaty rights

A

rchaeological evidence shows that which refers to practices, traditions and timber companies to remove timber
indigenous civilizations, known customs that distinguish the unique cul- from aboriginal lands.
in Canada as "First Nations," ture of each First Nation; the right to
One of the most contentious practices
have occupied British Columbia for at self-government according co their own is the ongoing liquidation of western red
least 12,000 years.
·
traditions; ownership of land and cedar, a species of great cultural signifiBefore Canada was a country Britain resources; and funding for First Nation cance to coastal First Nations. In 2002,
recognized that aboriginal people living government and services.
the Council of the Haida Nation won a
there had title to land. When BC joined
Many BC political leaders seem lawsuit against the provincial governCanada in 1871, only 14 treaties on more interested in undermining the ment and Weyerhaeuser. A central issue
Vancouver Island had been signed, and treaty process. Before coming co power in the case was the province's refusal to
aboriginal title to the rest of the in 2001, the right-wing BC Liberals, acknowledge Haida title to any portion
province was not resolved. Little went to court in 1998 to block the land- of the islands when it allowed the timchanged for more ..-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..,
ber company to log
several areas that
than
a
century.
included old-growth
Starting in 1973 a
series of Canadian
cedar. The Haida
.acion later filed a
court rulings determined that First
lawsuit seeking title
co the islands of
Nation rights to land,
Haida Gwaii and the
sea and resources
surrounding
ocean
have never been adewaters. Among other
.q uately recognized or
respected by the BC
things, the suit could
block offshore oil
government.
Over the decades,
drilling.
First Nations have
First Nation leaders
also petitioned
a
demanded treaties co
guarantee their posInternational
Convention
on
session of their territories for present and
Biological Diversity
WEYERHAEUSER CLEARCUT, Ferguson Bay, Haida Gwaii - Haida
to investigate cedar
future generations,
while expressing a Gwaii's largest operator, Weyerhaeuser claims rights to nearly half of all trees logging practices in
willingness co share cut on the islands every year for the next two decades. A 2002 lawsuit forced
BC.
Weyerhaeuser to curtail operations. Photo by Derek Martin/David Suzuki
land and resources Foundation
The petitioners with the settlers. The
the Heiltsuk Nacion
demands went unanswered. BC offered mark Nisga'a Treacy. In ZOOO, the BC and the Haida Nation (as well as
no compensation tO First Natiens for the Supreme Court upheld the treaty.
Greenpeace Canada, Sierra Club of
loss of traditional lands and resources
And in 2002, the BC Liberals held a Canada, BC Chapter, and ForestEthics)
and refused co even parcicipace in nego- controversial referendum designed to - have amassed both first-hand obsertiations.
gauge public support for taking a hard vations of logging on the coast and sciFinally, in the late 1960s, the Nisga'a line in negotiations with First Nations.
entific studies reveal the harm being
First Nacion went to court seeking a
The referendum called for stripping done. Theyclaim logging companies are
declaration that they had held aboriginal First Nation rights to govern as sover- cutting the higher-value trees - the
title co cheir land before colonization, eign nations, and to provide compensa- oldest, largest old-growth cedar - at a
and that their title had never been tion co timber companies for the disruphigher proportion than ocher species.
extinguished. Eventually, the case
The large old-growth trees are turned
proved successful, giving First Nations
Large old,growth western into siding, fencing, shakes and shintraction in the courts for protecting the
gles. BC cedar fetches a high price due
resources on their lands. At the same
to its resistance to rot and its clear grain.
red cedar could be gone
time, a growing public understanding
The Heiltsuk estimate chat the curand acceptance of First ation rights
rent trend of overcutting cedar has been
cook hold in the province.
going on for more than 15 years and chat
from the BC coast by
In 1997, the Supreme Court of
it has not been a shore-term market
Canada ruled that aboriginal title not
"blip." They also estimate that, if logonly exists in BC, but that the governging companies maintain che current
ment must consult with First ations
race of cutting, most of the high-quality
when making decisions affecting crown
cedar will be gone by 2026. Another
(public) lands, and may even have to cion of licences co log public lands.
study released in draft form in 2002 sugcompensate First Nations whose rights Voters approved it by a wide margin, but gests chat the prevailing forest manageare affected. The full extent of First 65 percent failed to send in the mail-in
ment practices in BC arc leading to the
Nation rights, however, remains unre- ballot. Many joined native, labor, reli- rapid depletion of large and medium
gious and environmental groups in a sized old-growth trees, including cedar.
solved by the courts.
In September 1992 an agreement boycott of the vote, with some conOver-cutting threatens many First
ations cultural traditions by eliminatamong Canada, BC and the First demning it as "racist." Indeed, it
Nations Summit established the BC appears some voters supported the ref- ing the larger cedar trees needed for traTreaty Commission as the independent erendum because it was racist, such as ditional uses like dug-out canoes,
keeper of the BC treaty process. Fifty- BC White Pride, a Kelowna-based
totems and beams for longhouses. And
three First Nations are now participat- group which said the referendum would it undermines new economic opportuniing in the six-stage treaty process. They make BC "a better place for white fam- ties in a sustainable tourism economy.
represent 122 bands - 114 in BC and ilies," according to its web site.
Courts have declared that First
eight in the Yukon - and two-thirds of
The referendum's effects arc of Nations have every legal right to call on
all aboriginal people in BC. Because uncertain legality.
the BC government to stop the overcutThis government's approach to treaty ting of cedar. So far, the logging continsome First acions negotiate at a common cable, there are 42 sets of negotia- issues is hardly unique. Over the years, ue~
•
tions. Issues include: aboriginal rights, a series of BC governments encouraged

2026.
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I 0,000 B.C. Earliest evidence of aboriginal civilizations in British Columbia.
1763 Royal Proclamation by King
George Ill recognizes aboriginal tide
and rights to land.
1871 BC joins Canada, strips Natives
of the vote and refuses to discuss
treaties for more than a century.
1973 The Supreme Court of Canada
recognizes the existence of aboriginal
title in principle.
1982 The Canada Constitution Act
recognizes and affirms existing aboriginal and treaty rights.
1990 B.C. joins ongoing federal treaty
negotiation with the Nisga'a Tribal
Council.
1991 O,ief justice Allen McEachem of
the BC Supreme Court rules that
aboriginal rights were extinguished by
pre-Confederation legislation.
1993 Detgamuukw decision. BC
Court of Appeals overturns the
McEachem decision, stating that
undefined aboriginal rights continue
to exist. Federal and provincial ypvemments and Arst Nations Summit
establish BC Treaty Commission.
1994 Canada recognizes the inherent right to self-government as an
existing aboriginal right.
1996 The Nisga'a Tribal Council and
the governments of Canada and BC
sign an agreement in principle as a
foundation for negotiating BC's first
modern treaty.
1997 The Supreme Court of
Canada issues the landmark
Delgamuukw decision defining aboriginal title.
1998 Nisga'a approve Final
Agreement but face court challenges
from the BC Liberals and the BC
Fisheries Survival Coalition.
1999 BC and Canada ratify the
Nisga'a Final Agreement.

2000

Nisga'a treaty becomes law.
BC Supreme Court rules Nisga'a
treaty and enacting legislation are
constitutionally valid. BC Supreme
Court rules that self government is a
constitutionally-protected aboriginal
right.

Source: BC Treaty Commission

Canada's Leaky Life Raft

A

decade ago, Canada Jed the global fight to preserve biological diversity. Canada was the first nation to sign the
International Convention on Biodiversity at the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in June 1992, and was the first industrialized nation to ratify it. So what has Canada done since then to back up its words with action? Almost nothing.

In fact, British Columbia - the
most biologically
diverse
province - has significantly weakened
protection for all wildlife species since
1992. And, in che case of the beleaguered northern spotted owl, the BC
government's own logging operations
are are at least partly to blame for the
owl's slide toward oblivion.
The mission of the Convention on
Biodiversity was to hale the mass extinctions that have been occurring in recent
decades, caused almost exclusively by
the reduction and degradation of habitat
through human activities such as deforestation, intensive agriculture, and
urbanization.
"Canada recognized that stemming
the accelerating -loss of biodiversity
would require concerted and cooperative action by the nations of the world,
and that it was in our best interest, as a
nation, to assist other countries in
achieving this end," wrote the late
Arthur Campeau, who headed the
Canadian delegation in the negotiations
for the Convention on Biodiversity.
But living up to that pledge means
Canada must also protect critical
wildlife habitat within its borders, which
1Htio11'•

the country has not done.
For years, the Canadian Parliament
found it difficult to pass even a weak
endangered
species
law.
Twice
Parliament voted down the legislation.
Finally, in December 2002 the
Parliament passed the "Species at Risk
Act," which prompted David Anderson,
Minister of the Environment, to claim
Canada's endangered species were now
safe: "Today we fulfilled a commitment
made by this government to ensure protection for species at risk and the places
where they live. Protecting species at
risk is a shared responsibility of all governments in Canada. This Act ensures
the federal responsibility is met, and it
also helps co fulfill some of Canada's
international obligations under the
Biodiversity Convention."
But the new law, which takes effect in
June 2003, offers almost no protection
for habitat ocher than habitat used by
migratory bird species and salmon. For
most other species, the new law prohibits killing a listed species or its nest
or den, but fails to protect any habitat
unless the land is owned by the federal
government. But this is a red herring.
Unlike the US, where federal owner-

ship dominates, most of Canada is completely abdicated its responsibility,"
says Gwen Barlee of the Western
owned by the provinces.
In British Columbia the federal gov- Canada Wilderness Committee. "Courts
ernment owns just I percent of all have clearly stated chat transboundary
forests. The province owns 95 percent. .species are under federal jurisdiction.
BC has no law providing any special pro- This law is astoundingly weak."
"Habitat loss is the primary cause of
tection for endangered species habitat,
and its general wildlife protection laws species loss and decline yet habitat prohave been severely weakened recently tection under the bill comes 'too little,
by the new BC government under too late' tO ensure species and habitat
protection," said Kate Smallwood of the
Premier Gordon Campbell.
The consensus among scientists is Endangered Species Coalition in
chat Canada's Species at Risk Act will Canada.
Smallwood said the new law also pro"do virtually nothing" to halt most
imperiled species, says Dr. Brian vides no timetable for completing plans
Horcjsi, a grizzly bear expert at the to recover endangered species.
In 2001, more than 1,400 scientists in
University of Alberta in Calgary. "The
biggest roadblock to any remote possi- North America signed a letter saying
bility of effectiveness is it applies only Canada's remarkable biodiversity is at
co federal lands, and there arc almost no risk. The Committee on the Status of
Endangered Wildlife in Canada, the
federal lands in Canada."
Grizzly bears, northern spotted owls, body responsible for determining the
mountain caribou and many other ani- national status of species, ha.'> identified
mals "are almost completely defense- 402 at-risk species. It will add more
less in the context of this federal legisla- names to the list as studies are cornpleted.
tion," Horejsi says.
Not that it wilJ necessarily more any
The new law also fails co protect
cransboundary species - defined as difference. •
species that roam between the US and
Canada. "The federal government has

...

BC's Shortchanged Species
Spirit Bear

T

here may be between 100 and
1,000 spirit bears on earth, all
living on the central and north
coast of BC. No one knows the precise
number because scientists have yet co
do a population study.
Though the spirit bear is widely
loved as one of Canada's most charismatic animals, it suffers from the lack
of official government attention. It is
not listed as a threatened or endangered species, and isn't even mentioned in the federal government's
most recent report on the general status of species in Canada. But the spirit
bear may be closer to extinction than
oo most species in Canada, says Dr. Brian
::& Horejsi, a biologist at the University of
Alberta in Calgary. Horejsi has done a
c series of studies for the Raincoasr
ii
c Conservation Society, an environmen~ cal group based in Victoria.
~
The spirit bear is actually a black
hear with a light colored coat. It
~ occurs when both black bear parents
L
possess a certain recessive gene.
The only black bears in the world
E that possess chat gene live on BC's
~ central coast. For that reason scientists view chis population of black
bears a as separate subspecies.
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"The black ones are as important to
us genetically as the white ones, if they
carry the recessive gene," says Dr.
Wayne McCrory, a biologist with the
Valhalla Wilderness Society.
What spirit bears need: Spirit
bears inhabit the lush, coniferous rainforest north of Bella Bella, mainly on
Princess Royal Island, and inland along
the Skeena River. Most forest habitats
used by spirit bears grow to be very
old, especially along the stormy edge
of the continent where the Pacific
Ocean and the coastal mountains meet.
Spirit bears thrive on a diet of green
plants, berries and salmon. In the winter, they hibernate in dry cavities
inside giant old trees.
The hibernating bear slowly digests
its stored body fat. The young are
often born while the 'mother bear is
still in hibernation. The tiny bear cubs,
born blind and defenseless, stay in

the den until spring, when the mother
wakes and takes them on their first foray into the larger world of the rainforest.
Problems
they face:
One
of
the most
devastating

effects of logging in ancient forests is
the removal of the huge old trees that
provide dens.
McCrory found that more than 70
percent of the old-tree winter denning
habitat for Kcrmode bears could be
lost over the next cencury. This would
have a devastating long-term impact
on the bear's survival.
Prognosis: On April 4, 2001, the
British Columbia provincial government established a 168,000hectare "Spirit Bear Protection
Area." While news releases from
many organizations hailed this
decision, McCrory says the spirit
bear needs more space. "If we can
get adequate protection - by adequate I mean at least 250,000
]
hectares and if they do appropriate
£ logging in the lands in between we feel that will be just adequate.
With less than that we don't have

"The (BC] legislature could have enacted legislation that protects the owl from the risk of extirpation cause~
harvesting of old growtli forests. In my opinion, it did not do so .. :·

- JusticeJames Shabbits, BC Supreme Court
much of a comfort level. There are
now negotiations co protect more."

Northern
Spotted Owl

T

he northern spotted owl earned
its fame as the icon for ancient
forests in western Washington,
Oregon and California. Federal courts
invoked the US Endangered Species
Act as they ordered a halt co logging in
those forests, which happened co be
the owl's favorite place co live. In BC,
where there is no such law, the owl has
been logged almost co extirpation in
BC. le is listed as endangered both in
Canada and the US.
BC's total owl
population
has dwindled
to
about 25
breeding
pairs in
the

extirpation caused it by harvesting of
old growth forests," Mr. Justice James
Shabbits ruled. "In my opinion, it did
not do so ... "
With the BC government continuing
to log owl habitat, there is no new reason to expect the downward population trend will change. "If they arc
serious about saving the spotted owl in
Canada, they will stop that logging,"
said Gwen Barlce of the Western
Canada Wilderness Committee.

Wild salmon

n screams along BC's central and
north coast, scientists know little
about the health of salmon runs.
Bue in screams where reliable information docs exist, the scams of salmon is
often alarming. A 2000 study by the
Raincoasc Conservation Society found
that 74 percent of salmon screams with
reliable data were home to runs in
either depressed or very depressed
condition.
What
salmon need: Salmon
require river bottom gravels for spawning and deep pools for rearing in cool,
clean coastal streams. In areas being
logged, they require a no-logging zone
along streambanks to prevent rivers
from filling with silt, and to provide
woody debris that can fall into the
stream.
Problems they face: Relaxed regulation of forest practices in BC threatens to wipe out good salmon habitat.
province,
Over-fishing has pushed the numbers
and
dropping. Unless the owl receives a greater of many returning salmon stocks below
levels. Much of this
measure of protection, government sci- sustainable
entists predict its extinction in BC decline is caused by the ocean fishing
within 10 years. The total known pop- which catches endangered stocks
ulation throughout its range down to mixed in with more healthy stocks ..
The killing of salmon at sea comorthern California is 4,000 pairs.
What spotted owls need: orthern pounds the problem by robbing forest
spotted owls require old growth forests ecosystems of nutrients. Salmon bring
nutrients from the ocean to the stream
for nesting and foraging.
and
forest. These nutrients feed the
Problems they face: Massive new
forests and future generations of
clearcuts are planned in prime habitat
salmon. Ac one time, between 260 milfor northern spotted owls, increasing
lion and 570 million pounds of salmon
their risk of extirpation from British
once returned to BC rivers. Now only
Columbia. Timber companies have
announced plans co slow down logging one-quarter to one-half that amount
in the owl habirat, but government log- reaches the forest. The government
has never factored in the importance of
ging operations continue.
salmon
co forest ecosystems when it
Prognosis: Given the owl's precarious state, the BC government has sets harvest levels for salmon.
A third problem is the proliferation
developed a Spotted Owl Management
Plan. But chis plan is so empty of pro- of salmon farms. The farms produce
tection for the owl that scientists hired huge amounts of waste and are breedby the government refused co endorse ing grounds for pathogens. Alien
it. The plan provides nominal protec- species raised at the farms, usually
tion, but only if it doesn't disrupt log- Atlantic salmon, often escape in huge
ging. ln August 2002, B.C. Supreme numbers. Escapees fight wild salmon
Court Justice James Shabbits found for food and habitat.
Prognosis: Protection for the Great
that while the spotted owl was ac grave
risk of extinction, there was nothing in Bear Rainforest could provide signifithe province's existing forestry laws to cant protection for salmon, but without
prevent continued logging of the owl's a shift in harvest regulations, the
endangered habitat. "The (B.C.) legis- decline of wild stocks is likely to continue, even in pristine watersheds.
lature could have enacted legislation
that protects the owl from che risk of The BC government recently lifted a

I

moratorium on new salmon farms,
enabling the number of farms and the
problems they cause to increase.

Grizzly Bear

T

he southern extent of the grizzly's range has been destroyed,
largely by habitat loss from logging and urbanization. Only a few
small isolated patches of habitat are
presently occupied by grizzlies below
the 49th parallel.
What grizzly bears need: A large
interconnected network of roadless
forest habitat, and access in fall to
salmon.
Problems they face: The same
pressures that have driven grizzly bears
to the brink of extinction in the lower
48 states are threatening grizzlies in
BC. Clearcut logging and spore hunting
are primary concerns. British Columbia
is the last refuge of this large carnivore,
but scientists are not sure how many
are left. Official figures put the number of grizzly bears in BC at about
14,000, but many independent scientists suggest the actual grizzly population is significantly lower as a result of
hunting overkill and habitat destruction. Hunters legally kill an average of
300 grizzlies per year, with approximately another SO killed annually for
public safety purposes and an additional unknown number killed by poachers. Along the central and north coast,
conservationists are finding a disturbing absence of grizzly bears, even with

in salmon producing systems during
the fall when salmon are running.
The Raincoast Conservation Society
has obtained a confidential government report chat predicts a serious
decline in grizzly populations across
BC as a result of hunting and ocher
human induced mortality. The report
states that there is a 50 percent chance
that grizzly bear populations
will
decline at rates exceeding 20 percent
over 30 years.
r n southeast BC, researchers have
witnessed a sharp decline in grizzly
populations. Horejsi says at least 11
small populations of grizzly in chat pare
of the province are either threatened or
endangered. "I would expect those
populations would become extirpated," he said. "Those populations are
the living dead."
Although grizzly hunting is now
banned in the area, the BC government waited until fewer than 30 bears
remained before implementing the
ban, says Nadine Dechiron of the
Granby
Wilderness
Society.
Meanwhile, timber companies like
Portland-based Pope & Talbot are logging grizzly habitat "as fast as they
can," she says.
The
BC government
recently
approved a hard rock gold mine in grizzly habitat near Granby. A proposed
highway through that area is under
study. Clearcut logging and roadbuilding policies, coupled with sport hunting, poaching and salmon declines,
spell potential disaster for grizzly
bears.
Grizzlies may be either temporarily
or permanently
displaced
from habitats near roads.
Roads fragment the
ecological,
behavioral and
physical
as
as
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HUNTED - The BC government has reinstated the grizzly trophy hunt even
though many wildlife scientists believe the province's grizzly population estimates
are not based on credible science. Photo by Jan McAllister/Raincoast
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Wayne McCrory, a bear scientist with the Valhalla Wilderness Society, found that more than 70 percent of the oldtree winter denning habitat for Spirit Bears could be lost over the next century.

..

destroy habitat. Grizzly bear mortality
is typically substantially greater in
areas with roads compared to roadless
areas. Logging roads also allow easy
access for hunters and poachers in previously inaccessible wilderness areas.
Prognosis: Scientists believe that a
large mrerconnecred nerwork of core
grizzly bear habitat must be established
in che Great Bear Rainforest to ensure
the long-term survival of
orch
American coastal grizzly bears, something the current BC government is not
likely to do. The 13C government has
ended a temporary moratorium on
the grizzly hunt, and has thrown
out regulations meant co protect griuly habitat.

Coastal Wolf
nee the most
widespread
mammals on
earth, wolves have
been extirpated
by habitat loss
and persecution
by humans from
over 40 percent
all of their historical
range in
North America.
Observations of
wolves by the
Raincoast
Conservation
Society scientists
and members of
local communities
suggest
chat
.
_
wolves are found
~
~·
in large numbers in the Great
Bear Rainforest.
What coastal wolves need: Wolves
in the Great Bear Rainforest are genetically distinct from wolves chat live in
the BC Interior, feeding largely on
their principal prey, Sitka black-tailed
deer. Coastal wolves are inextricably
linked co coastal old-growth forests.
This habitat provides food and shelter
for deer. In return, the wolves ensure
chat deer populations do not overexploit the resources of their habitat.
Problems
they face: Logging
reduces the capacity of coastal ecosystems co support both wolves and deer.
• As deer numbers decline, wolf populations plummet. More immediate and
.:: severe consequences also follow logging. Logging ,roads provide access for
c hunters and poachers into otherwise
:,: remote wilderness. In Alaska, where
forestry has been incense, humans
M killed more than 60 percent of the
~ study animals; more than 80 percent of
all mortality was due to humans. The
~
E number of wolves killed was positively
E correlated with logging road density.
~
A study
by
the
Raincoas.t
Conservation Society in 2000 provided
the first comprehensive report on the
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distribution of central coast wolf populations. The studv found chat wolf-deer
systems in the Great Bear Rainforest
face a significant threat from large-scale
industrial clearcut logging. Many
wildlife scientists believe that clearcut
logging can permanently reduce the
capability of forests co support deer,
which has clear and serious consequences for wolves.
Prognosis: As cop-level predators,
wolves arc crucial to the integrity of
biological communities. In the face of
similar large-scale industrial forestry in
the Great Dear Rainforest,
the
Raincoast Conservation Society
has launched a proactive scientific inquiry into the area' s
wolves.
But efforts to eradicate
wolves
may
undermine
progress. The BC government
recently approved the culling of
predators around two marmot
colonv areas on Vancouver Island.
According to government estimates, wolf and cougar populations on the island have been in a
significant decline for the past 20
years. Up co 30 wolves (the equivalent of at least three wolf packs)
and 20 cougars will be killed as a
result of che cull, ostensibly co protect
the endangered Vancouver Island marmot.

ensus results from 2002 show
serious declines among the
herds of mountain caribou across
southeastern British Columbia. The
mountain caribou is the most endangered large mammal in the United
States, with only a single herd of 35
remaining in the Selkirk Mountains of
Washington and Idaho.
Once abundant throughout much of
Canada and from Maine co Montana,
there are now estimated co be just
1,850 individuals in British Columbia
and the northern tips. of Idaho and
Washington. Mountain caribou are the
same as che woodland caribou, which
were once found throughout borcal
Canada. Mountain caribou make different use of their habitat, and are recognized as an ecotype unique to the
inland rainforests of southeast BC.
They are federally listed as pare of the
threatened "southern mountain population" of woodland caribou .
What mountain caribou need:
Mountain caribou subsist throughout
the long winters almost entirely on
lichens growing on trees. Trees in their
part of the world take ac lease SO years
to grow above snowline and support
the colonization
by lichens. Many
lichen species can grow as slowly as 1
inch every 10 years. These are among
the reasons why mountain caribou
need large ranges of old growth forest.
Problems they face: Caribou hunt-

C

ing was once a problem, but ceased in
1996. In the US, mountain caribou are
protected under the Endangered
Species Act. Bue in Canada, where
there is weak endangered species protection, caribou are threatened by the
continued
logging of old growth
forests, construction of logging roads,
and an increase in motorized recreation.
Prognosis: Though recovery efforts
have included augmenting declining
populations by importing animals from
healthier herds, success depends on
the quality of habitat and its ability co
sustain reintroduced animals. l\lorcalicy
rates among these animals is high. The
BC government's indifference co
wildlife protection is a factor - how
great a factor may depend on how long
chis government remains in power.

Vancouver Island
Marmot

T

here may be no animal in all of
Canada more endangered than
the Vancouver Island marmot.
One of the world's 14 distinct marmot species, the Vancouver Island variety is also the rarest. It is distinguished
from other marmots by its rich chocolate-brown fur and contrasting white
patches. First listed as endangered in
1980, ic has collapsed from about 300
then to fewer than 30 in the wild today.
All live near Mount Washington or in
five watersheds in the south-central
part of the island. Another 80 arc being
raised in a captive breeding program.
What marmots need: In the 1980s,
timber companies said the marmots
flourish in clearcuts. 1 ndeed, their
numbers seemed to increase in areas
after they were logged. But this
increase proved to be an illusion, says
Jill Thompson of the Sierra Club of
Canada, BC Chapter. A few years after
they settled in clearcuts, populations

crashed. Marmots appear co survive
best in dispersed sub al pi nc forest
meadows that are noc isolated by
clearcurs.
Problems they face: Logging in the
the lower valleys isolates marmot populations, but there is a still a mystery
behind the decline. "Even in areas that
haven't been logged, marmots have
been wiped out as well," Thompson
savs.
·This species is right on the brink,
yet even as millions of dollars are
invested to bring it back, the BC government still has not implemented a
single law chat would protect the marmot from continued habitat destruction, nor slowed the loss of deer habitat
nearby that may be causing hungry
wolves to predate marmots.
Prognosis: Some scientists say the
captive breeding program is the best
hope for recovery. The captive breeding program offers best hope for recovery
but
its
expensive, and
could be in vain
if the
habitat
issues
aren't
addressed.
Thompson notes chat
unless BC heeds the marmot's warning
cry and changes forest practices, bringing the species back from the brink
may become a heart-breaking and
bank-breaking routine for BC.
Joyce Murray, Minister of Water,
Land and Air Protection, approved the
culling of predators around two marmot
colony areas on Vancouver Island. Bue
Raincoast and independent carnivore
specialists contend that removing
wolves will end up creating additional
problems for both marmot and wolf
populations.
•
Kirsten Stade contributed to 1/,;s report.

CARIBOU HABITAT - Clearcurs pock-mark some of the last remaining habitat for
mountain caribou in the Penfold Valley in Southeast BC. Courtesy ForestEthics.

Clayoquot Sound

RainforestFestival
AUGUST

(layoquot \ound ...

9, 2003
10

Yean later

Ten years ago Clayoquot Sound became the organizing site of the largest
blockade in Canadian history. 12,000 people joined the protest to stop
industrial logging of Clayoquot Sound's ancient temperate rainforest.
Many successes have ensued as a result, successes worth celebrating.
However, Clayoquot is not out of the woods yet.
Join Friends of Clayoquot Sound to celebrate the
IO year anniversary of the 1993 blockades, the successes that
followed and to send a strong message to the BC government and
to lnterfor that lnterfor's large-scale logging of Clayoquot Sound's
old-growth forest and threat to pristine valleys must end.

Music, workihops & speaken
For more information
email: info@focs.ca or
phone: (250) 725-4218
www.focs.ca
Friends
TOFINO,

of Clayoquot
BRITISH

Sound

COLUMBIA

... Where mighty wolves and bears roamed among majestic 800 year old
trees ... Where all of the Pacific Ocean's wild salmon species come home to
spawn in cool, clear, unpolluted rainforest streams ... Where wildlife sought
refuge from the cleorcuts that scar this land from tip to tip ... and Where
future generations could go to experience the awe and stillness of one the
world's last ancient temperate rainforests ...
Would you approve clearcut logging there?
The British Columbia government has.
Call the Premier. (250)387-1715
premier@gov.bc.ca
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Act now. More info: www.saveeastcreel,.com
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Cascadia-

Our review of the toP. books. web sites. rejiurts.
organizations and other key sources of information.
on "Super-Hatural" British Columbia.

IN OUR OPINION

BOOKS

Seven things you can do to save BC forests

by Jan McAllister,KarenMcAllister,
Cameron Young, Sierra Club

f you're an American looking to support the cause of protecting
IWeyerhaeuser
BC's natural environment, you probably can't do what
did: donate $54,000 to a political campaign. But

Books. Forward by Robert F
Kennedy Jr. (September 1998)

there's still plenty you can do. You've already begun by getting
informed.

1. Take a trip to British Columbia and explore its mountains, rivers
and marine waters by bike, foot, raft, canoe or kayak.

2. Shoot the wildlife with your camera, not a gun.
3, Educate yourself by reading from the list of books and reports
on these pages.
4. Join a non-governmental organization, get involved in their work

and give it your financial support. You'll find their contact information on these pages as well.
5. Do not do business with companies that trade in wood products
from endangered forests. Contact organizations on these pages for
views on what that means.
6. Do not eat farmed salmon and ask your grocer and favorite
restaurants not to carry it. Ask for wild salmon instead.
7. Write letters to the Vancouver Sun and Province, Victoria

Colonist, Georgia Strait, National Post and Toronto Globe and
Mail.

KEY SOURCES
David Suzuki Foundation, Forest Watch of British
Columbia,Raincoast Conservation Society
ClearcuttingCanada's Rainforest.An investigation of continuing
clearcutting in the Great Bear Rainforest. 2003. www.canadianrainforests.erg.

The Great Bear Rai1nforest: Canada's Forgotten Coast

If you could own only one book
on rainforests, chis is the one.
Magnificent photographs and
crisp prose make a powerful
statement about the need to
protect the largest tract of intact
temperate rainforest on Earth.
Until the authors embarked on
their sailing odyssey from the
northern border of the United
States to the panhandle of
Alaska, no one had undertaken
an environmental inventory of
the western Canadian coastline.
The authors make the case chat

North of Caution: A Journey through the Conservation Economy on
the Northwest Coast of British Columbia

By Jan Gill, Richard Manning, Ben Coast. The
Inside
Parfitt. Ecotrust Canada 2002
North of caution, Cape Caution
that is, there lies a beguiling
region where the promise of a
conservation economy is within
reach. Different people call it
different things. Canada's
Forgotten Coast. The Great
Bear Rain Forest. The Central

forest practices and what they mean for the
province's endangered forests. 2003.
http://endangeredforests.com

Sierra Club of Canada, BC Chapter

Passage.
Land of the
Spirit Bear.
The MidCoast. British
Columbia's

Hidden
Heart. The
Northwest Coast. Home.

Spirit Bear: Encounters With the White Bear of the Western
Rainforest

by Charles Russell, Andy Russell.
Key Porter Books; 2nd edition
2002

F orestEthics
British Columbia's EndangeredForests: Wluztgovernment and industry
aren't tellingyou. A thorough investigation of British Columbia's

only by protecting very large
tracts of this coastline from Jogging and mining can the character of this environment be preserved.

Princess Royal Island, an uninhabited spot of land off the coast
of British Columbia, is the home
of the rare spirit or Kermode
bear. Until recently, these animals had never been exposed to
civilization. Now reissued with a
new introduction by the author,

Spirit Bear is
the story of
Charles
Russell's
quest to forge
a unique relationship of
mutual trust
with the rare
spirit bear of
Princess
Royal Island.

Spirit Bear
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Char le v Russell

Mapping the Coast. Geographic Information

Satellite (GIS) maps that show protected
areas and deferrals in the Great Bear
Rainforest. How much of B.C.'s coast has·
been logged? Check out the Sierra Club's
rollover map.
bc.sierraclub.ca/Campaigns/
.:: Temperate_Rainforest/ GBR_Mapping.html

i
c

=------------; Western Canada Wilderness Committee, Sierra Legal
~ Defence Fund, Forest Watch of British Columbia
Logging to Extinction. The last stand of the northern spotted owl in
M

8
Canada. 2002. www.wildernesscommittee.org
N
t----~--~-----------~-----E
§ BC Facts

e
v,

Links to numerous information sources on the government's
attack on the BC environment. http://bc.facts.org

Salmon Nation: People and Fish at the Edge

Editedby EdwardC. Woif and
Seth Zuckerman. Essays by
Elizabeth Woody, James
Lichatowich,Richard A1anning,
Freeman House, and Seth
Zuckerman. Ecotrust, updated

Coast cultures
to the troubled
world of
salmon- today,
and depict a
future of rivers
edition, 2003.
restored and
fishing liveliTravel deep into the watersheds hoods revived
- a future still
of the West Coast to better
within our
understand the most celebrated
reach. Geographer Dorie Roth's
fish of western North America.
Thoughtful essays trace the rela- full-color maps of the state of
Pacific salmon offer a "big-pictionship between people and
ture" bioregional perspective.
salmon from the days of abundance that sustained Northwest

REPORTS

The BC Gouernmenr:A One-Year
EsoironmentalRevier.,. A review of

David Suzuki Foundation,
Ecotrust Canada

weeping changes to budgets, laws and
policies that will impact the BC environment for years to come. 2002.
www.welc.org.

Fol/down: Forest Policy in British
Columbia. BC forestry management is
not only destroying the timber base,
on which a healthy forest industry
depends, but is contributing to a host
of other problems. 1999. Download
executive summary or purchase book
at www.davidsuzuki.org or
www.ecotrust.org.
Ecotrust Canada

An lndigenotJSPeoples'Guideto Forest
Certificationin Canada. A practical
guide to forest certification, with a
particular focus on the Forest
Stewardship Council. 2002.
www.nativernaps.org,
F orestEthics
A Greem,/J11rdShifti111he Marketfor

Forest Produrtsfrom British Columbia. A
report by IBl\l Business Consulting
Services on how environmental criteria play a key role when businesses
purchase wood products. 2002.
wwwforcsrcrhics.org,
ForestEthics, Greenpeace,
Rainforest Action Network, Sierra
Club of Canada, BC Chapter

Great BMr RainforestTwo Year; Loter.
The 13C Government is still not making the grade. www.savethegrcatbcar.
org,

Heiltsuk Nation, Haida Nation,
Greenpeace Canada, Sierra Club
BC Chapter, ForestEthics Pe1i1io11

to the Co11ve111io11 011 BiologicalDiversiry.

World Wildlife Fund

Food for Thot1f?il: the Useof Marine
Resources in Fish Feed. Rather than taking away pressure on wild fisheries,
salmon and trout farming is causing
the collapse of small pelagic fish
stocks. 2002. www.panda.org/downloads/marine/foodforthoug.pdf

GOVERNMENT
SOURCES
.BC Ministry of Forestry
Information about the government's
position on a variety of issues ranging
from the results-based forest practices
code to the softwood lumber dispute
,, ith the US. www.gov.bc.ca/Ior
BC Treaty Commission
The independent facilitator for treaty
negotiations among the governments
of Canada, BC and First Nations in
BC. The site hosts documents a dirccrory of First Nations and their Web
Sites. wwwbctrcaryner
BC Ministry of Sustainable
Resource Management
Development and approval of strategic land and water use plans. for the
province. srmwww.gov.bc.ca/ske/lrmp
/ncoast/i ndex. h tm
srmwww.gov.bc.ca/rmd/lrmp/ce ncoasc

Calling on the United I acion's body
co investigate the overharvesting of
Western red-cedar in British
Columbia. 2003. www.saverhegrcarbcar.org.

BC Premier Gordon Campbell
The premier's web page.
wwwgov.bc.ca/prem

Leggett Inquiry into Salmon
Farming in BC
Clear Choias, Clean Waters.The late
Stuart Leggatt, a retired justice of the
British Columbia Supreme Court
headed the inquiry. He recommended
all net-cage salmon farms be removed
from B.C. waters within three years
because it has become "clearly out of
balance" with BC's natural environment. www.leggattinquiry. com

Heiltsuk Nation The Heiltsuk
ation is comprised of the descendants of the Hciltsuk Tribal
Groups; 'Isdaitxv, Uyalitxv,
Uwithitxv, 'Qvuqvayaic:xv, Xixis,
and 'Kviai'icxv who reside in
Waglisla (Bella Bella) and who have
inhabited their lands since time
immemorial. www.heiltsuk.com

Raincoast Conservation Society
Ghost Runs. The future of wild salmon
on the north and central coasts of
British Columbia. 2002.
Losing Ground. The decline of fish and
wildlife enforcement in British
Columbia and Alaska. 2002.

The Gray \Valvesof British Columbia'.r
Coastal Raif/forests.Scientific findings
from a pilot study done in 2000.
www. ra i ncoast.org.

Sierra Club of Canada, BC
Chapter

SustainableForests, Sustainable
Co1111111111ities. Overcutting forests is
undercutting communities. 2002.
bc.sierraclub.ca.
Sierra Legal Defence Fund,
Forest Watch of British Columbia
n~o'.r minding our forests? Deregulation
of the forest industry in British
Columbia. 2002. www.sicrralegal.org

BiodiversityConservation and Protected
Arws in BritishColumbia. Most rare
and endangered species located outside BC's protected areas. 2003.
www.sierralegal.org.
West Coast Environmental Law

Vancouver BCV6J 11\17
Canada
(604) 328-5339
FAX: (604) 731-7066
tom@oceanlight2.bc.ca
www.oceanlight2. be.ca

tion achievements at www.greatwildspaces.org.
PO Box 673 Gibsons, BC VO IVO
( 604) 886-8605
bcspaces@spacesfornature.org
www.spacesfornature.org

NON GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION
SOURCES IN BC

B.C. Tap Water Alliance
Advocating the protection of British
Columbia's drinking water.
P.O. Box# 39154 3695 West 10th Ave.,
Vancouver, B.C., Canada.
V6R-1GO
bctwa@alcernatives.com
www.altcmatives.com/bctwa

The BC Environmental Network
BCEN is a network of more than 200
community-based British Columbia
organizations which together advocate
for environmental responsibility and
community participation in activities
leading to ecological sustainability. A
daily press review of local, national
and international environmental stories has recently been added co our
website.
610-207 Hastings St. Vancouver BC
Canada V6B 1H7
(604) 879-2279; www.bcen.bc.ca
BC Facts
BCFacts.org draws upon the work of
the BC environmental communicv
and other concerned groups.
·
Suite 307 207 We~c Hastings St.
Vancouver, BC \'68 I H7 Canada
(604) 683-4814
info@bcfaccs.org; bcfucts.org
BC Spaces for Nature
BC Spaces for Nature works to
achieve the protection of British
Columbia's rich natural diversity of
wilderness and wildlife. Solutions oriented, we work with conservation, forest, and tourism industry groups at the
provincial and regional levels. See our
web compilation of amazing conserva-

Coastal Alliance for Aquaculture
Reform
The Coastal Alliance for Aquaculture
Reform (CAAR) is a coalition of First
ations, fishermen and conservation
groups working to stop harmful
salmon farming and protect our ocean
and coastal communities. Visit our
Action Center at our web site.
207 West Hastings Street Suite 703
Vancouver BC Canada
(604) 696-5044
Kdugas@livingoccans.org
www.farrnedanddangerous.org
East Kootenay Environmental
Society
495 Wallinger
Kimberley, British Columbia, Canada
VIA 2YS
ekes@ckcs.org; www.ekes.org
Ecoforestry Institute
The Ecoforcsrry Institute promotes
ecologically responsible forest use and
practices which maintain or restore
the complexity and diversity of forests
while providing long-term economic
benefits. We produce the Journal,
Ecoforestry, and engage in certifica-

FIRST NATIONS

Recently re-released into
the wilds of Cascadia ...

Haida Nation
The Territories of the Haid a
Nation include the entire Haida
Gwaii, the surrounding waters, the
air space and the Kaigainaa
Archipelago. The waters include
the entire Dixon Entrance, half of
the Hecate Straits, halfway to
Vancouver Island and westward
into the abyssal ocean depths.
ww.bccreaty.net/soi_2/soihaida.html

BUSINESSES
Faith's Place Bed & Breakfast
Hosts: Ed & May Carpenter
PO Box 844 Waglisla BC VOT I ZO
Canada
(250) 957-2850
FAX: (250) 957-2967
KJemtu Tourism
General Delivery, Klemtu, B.C.,
Canada,VOT I LO
(250) 839-2346; Fax (250) 839-1256
info@klemtutourism.com
www.klerntutourisrn.com

Ocean Light II Adventures
Hosts: Tom Ellison and Jenn
Broom
#363 - 1917 West 4th Ave.
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Travel deep into the watersheds of the West Coast
to better understand this most celebrated offish.
Available online at www.SalmonNation.com or call 503.227.6225.
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tion, forestry management, training and
education, as well as cracking forest policy. While are activities are predominantly in Canada, we are interested in
sharing experiences related to similar

activi ties elsewhere.
PO Box 5070 Sen B, Victoria, BC
Canada V8R 6N3
(250) 595-0655
marcchow@islandnet.com
www.ecoforestry.ca
Ecotrust Canada
Ecotrusr works co build Salmon Nation,
a place where people and wild salmon
thrive. Ecotrust's program areas include
Fisheries, Fores ts, Food & Farms,
.ative Programs, and Biorcgional
Citizenship.
<;11ir~ 2fi0,.1..11R ~,mer Street
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 2YS
Phone: (604) 682-4141
i nfo@ecorrustcan.org
www.ecotrustcan.org
Eeotrust
1200 NW "Jaico Parkway, Sui cc 470
Portland, OR 97209
/
(503) 227-6225
FAX (503) 222-1517
info@ecotrust.org
www.ecotrust.org

ForestEthics
ForestEthics has helped pioneer a new
approach co environmental activism by
focusing its efforts on the marketplace.
For every tree cut in an endangered
forest there is a purchaser somewhere
that funds chis activity - often unwittingly. Forestfithics works to educate
individual consumers, large corporate
purchasers and distributors so they are
aware of the environmental impacts and
ethical dimensions of their purchasing
decisions. Our goal is to harness this
market power to stop destructive activities of certain logging companies while

encouraging a shift toward environmentally preferable products.
83 C Wiese Street
San Francisco, California 94103
(415) 863.4523
info(g)forestethics.org
www.foresrethics.org
Forest Watch of British Columbia
Forest Watch of British Columbia promotes the health of BC's forests and
foresc communities by inspiring and
empowering citizen stewardship.
214 - 131 Water Street
Vancouver, British Columbia
V6B 4M3 Canada
(604) 685 5475
in fo@forescwatchbc.org
www.forestwacchbc.org
Friends of Clayoquot Sound
Box 489, Totino, British Columbia,
Canada, VOR ZZO
(2:iO) 725-4218
f~island.nec;
ww w.ancientra in foresr.org

Global Response Environmental
Action & Education Network

tices by negotiating solutions, conduct-

Global Response gives you the names
and addresses of corporate and government officials who are killing the earth.
YOUR LETl'ERS to these officials
can persuade them to stop the destruction!
P.O. Box 7490, Boulder, CO 80306-7490
(303) 444-0306
action@globalrcsponse.org
www.globalrcsponse.org

ing scientific research, introducing
clean alternatives, carrying out peaceful
acts of civil disobedience and educating
and engaging the public.
1726 Commercial Drive
Vancouver, British Columbia
VSN 4A3 Canada
(604) 253-7701
www.greenpeace.ca

Georgia Strait Alliance
201 - 195 Commercial St.,
anaimo, BC V9R SGS Canada
250-753-3459
gsa@georgiastrait.org
wwwgeorgiastraic.org

Northwest Ecosystem Alliance
NWEA protects and restores wildlands
in che Pacific Northwest and supports
such efforts in British Columbia.
WEA bridges science and advocacy,
working with activists, policy makers
and the general public tO conserve our
natural heritage.
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GreenDre~1ms Productions
GrcenDreams combines electronic
communications and interactive media
to give voice to environmental and
social issues around our planer. It is our
vision chat with the right information
and cools, many people will take the
steps chat they can to help restore and
protect our natural resources and co
reclaim our right to a healthy planet
and a healthy future.
Box 8107 Victoria BC V8W 3R8 Canada
(250) 884-4404
monika@greendreams.com
www.grccnd reams.corn
Greenpeace Canada
Greenpeace is an independently funded organization that works co protect
the environment. We challenge government and industry to halt harmful prac-

THE ORIGINATOROF ROCK
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Granby Wilderness Society
Box 2532, Grand Forks, BC, VOH 1 HO,
Canada
(250) 442.2125
info@Granby\\'ilderness.org
www.granbywildcrness.org
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1208 Bay Street #201
Bellingham, WA 98225-4301
(360) 671-9950
wwwecosystcrn.org
Raineoast Conservation Society
Founded in 1990, Raincoasc
Conservation Society is a non-profit
research and public education organization. We work in partnership with scientists, First Nations, local communities and on-governmental
Organizations to build support for decisions that protect marine and rainforest
habitat on BC's central and north coast.
PO Box 8663 Victoria, BC Canada
V8W 3S2
(250) 655-1229
greatbear@ra i ncoasr.org
www.raincoast.org
Rainforest Action Network
Since it was founded in 1985, che
Rainforest Action Network has been
working co protect tropical rainforests
and the human rights of chose living in
and around chose forests.
221 Pinc Sr., Suire 500 San Francisco,
CA 94104 L'SA
(415) 398-44(14
rainforcst@ran.org
www.ran.org
Sierra Club of Canada, BC Chapter
The Sierra Club of Canada, BC
Chapter began its work in 1969 in support of efforts t0 protect the famous
We!>t Coast Trail. Our current campaigns are aimed at protecting critical
wildlife habitat, protecting wild salmon
and other marine resources, stopping
clearcut logging, and saving remaining
ancient temperate forests and other
threatened ecosystems throughout
British Columbia.
576 Johnson Street, Victoria, BC, V8W
IM3 Canada

(250) 386-5255
info@sierraclubbc.org
Sierra Legal Defence Fund
Sierra Legal Defence Fund is
Canada's foremost national non-profit
organization dedicated co enforcing
and strengthening the laws that safeguard our environment, wildlife and
public health. Founded in 1990, Sierra
Legal has offices based in Vancouver
and Toronto and is funded by public
donations and grants from foundations. For highlights on our most
recent work please see our website's
"In the News" section at
sierralegal.org/i n_the_news.html
Suite 214-131 Water Street, Vancouver
BC Canada V6B 4M3
(604) 685-5618, 1-800-926-7744
Toronto: (416) 368-7533
sldf@sierralegal.org
www.sierralegal.org
Silva Forest Foundation
The Silva Forest Foundation is a pioneer in the practical application of
conservation sciences to develop
ecosystem-based conservation plans
for areas ranging from millions of
hectares to hundreds of hectares. We
work with rural and First Nations
communities co develop plans that
protect ecosystems and develop
diverse, sustainable economies. We
deliver workshops for professionals
and the public on ecosystem-based
planning. Find out more about our
educational program and our completed ecosystem-based planning projects
at www.silvafor.org.
P.O. Box 9, Slocan Park, BC VOG 2EO
Canada
(250)226-7222
silvafui@netidea.com
www.silvafor.org
Society Promoting Environmental
Conservation
SPEC initiatives promote environmental well-being in British Columbia
with a focus on issues in the Lower
~fainland and Georgia Basin.
2150 Maple Street
Vancouver, BC, CANADA V6J 3T3
604-736-7732
info@spec.bc.ca; www.spec.bc.ca
Shuswap Environmental Action
Society
SEAS was incorporated as a non-profit
society in 1989 with a mission co
study environmental
issues, to inform
the public about environmental problems and solutions, co coordinate

activities and share information with
ocher local, provincial, and national
environmental organizations, and co
cake actions to improve our local environment.
Jim Cooperman, SEAS President, RR
I Site 10 Comp 2, Chase, B.C., VOE
IMO
jcoop@dircct.ca,
www.seas.ca
Valhalla Wilderness Society
The 14-year successful campaign for
the new Spirit Bear Protection Area
was spearheaded by the Valhalla
Wilderness Society. We currently have
campaigns to protect wilderness and
see proper ecologically designed logging practices in both Canada's inland
and coast temperate rainforest as well
as Canada's vast boreal forests. Many
of our programs focus on bears and
ocher wildlife. Box 329, ew Denver,
BC, VOG lSO
(250) 358-2333 info@vws.org
www.savespiricbear.org
West Coast Environmental Law

WCEL empowers citizens to participate in forming policy for, and making
decisions about, protecting our environment From the local co international level, we support the right of
the public co have a voice in how we
share our earth.
1001 - 207 West Hastings Street
Vancouver, BC Canada, V6B 1 H7
604-684-7378; admin@wcel.org
www.wcel.org
Western Canada Wilderness
Committee
Our campaigns have helped gain the
protection of millions of hectares of
Western Canada's wilderness protected in 32 major wilderness areas,
including critical wildlife habitats and
some of the world's last large tracts of
oldgrowth temperate rainforest and
boreal forest.227 Abbott St.
Vancouver, BC V68 2K7 Canada
l-800-661-9453
sue@wildernesscommittee.org
www.wilderncsscommiccee.org

Siskiyou Regional Education
Project
(541) 592-4459
projecc@siskiyou.org
www.siskiyou.org www.siskiyourivers.org

Tidepool.org
Tidepool.org is the daily on-line news
service for the rain forest coast. A project of Ecotrust. Ed Hunt, Editor
4103 S.R. 4 West, Rosburg, WA 98643
(360) 465-2433
emhunc@willapabay.org
www.tidepool.org

'

Western Environmental Law
Center
1216 Lincoln Street Eugene, Oregon
97401
(541) 485-2471
FAX (541) 485-2457
western la w@we le.
org www.welc.org
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Selkirk-Priest Basin Association
SAVING SANTA'S REINDEER ...
Help us save the last free-roaming
herd of mountain caribou in the U.S.
Box 1809, Priest River, Idaho, 83856
(208) 448-2971 (phone/fax)
gbail@dmi.nec
www.spbainc.org

Kettle Range Conservation Group
Protecting ecosystem health for present and future generations.
Wilderness: Our Common Heritage.
Take a walk on the wild side at:
www.wildwashington.org
P.O. Box 150, Republic, Washingcon
9916¢
(509) 775-2667
www.televar.com/-ccoleman

River Network
River Network protects rivers by organizing local groups, and by acquiring
threatened riverlands for permanent
protection.
National Office: 520 SW Sixth Ave,
Suite 1130 Portland, OR 97204
(503) 241-3506 or 1-800-423-6747
FAX (503) 241-9256 www.rivernetwork.org

OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

)

1000 Friends of Oregon
534 SW Third Avenue, Sui cc 300
Portland, OR 97204-2597
(503) 497-1000
FAX (503) 223-0073
Columbia Riverkeeper
Citizens group working to protect the
Columbia River.
P.O. Box 912 · Bingen, WA 98605
(509) 493-2808
www.columbiariverkeeper.org
Gifford Pinchot Task Force
Since 1996, the Gifford Pinchot Task
Force has served as an advocate for
the ecosyseerne and communities of
Southwest Washington with µa1til.:uh11
focus on the Gifford Pinchot National
Forest. We promote an increasing ecologically sustainable use of public
forests, with recognition of all ecologically important benefits derived by
local economics.
P.O. Box 61647, Vancouver, WA 98666
(360) 992-8733
info@gptaskforcc.org;

IT'S DINN :.::R TIME!
Thursday- Monday
Advance Reservations Required

Mobx Dick Hotel
& Oyster Farm

I

wwwgpraskfo
Greenfire
Creating communication tools for conservation, sustainability, & justice
3948 E. Burnside Street, Portland, OR
97214
503-736-1295
FAX 503-736-1319
www.greenmedia.org
karcn@greenmedia.org
Hanford Action of Oregon
Working for an environment safe from
the unconcained hazardous radioactive
wastes scored at Hanford, the nation's
largest high-level nuclear waste
dumpsitc, and the health of the
Columbia River Basin.
25-6 W 23rd Pl. ;;,406, Portland, OR
97210
(503) 235-2924
robi n@spificone.com

The Moby Dick is the perfect place to go for a
group retreat. Conservation groups,
boards of directors, leadership councils and
other organizations will find great food and
terrific accommodations to suit your needs. During
your stay, make sure you ·visit our world-class
organic oyster beds in picturesque Willapa Bay.

.
P.O. Box 82, Nahcotta, WA 98637
(360) 665-4543 • (360) 665-6887 (fax)
www.nwplace.com/mobydickhotel
mobydickhotcl@willapabay.org
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Rainbow Video and Film
Productions
Producing documentaries on threats
to our air, water and forests. Working
with citizen groups using videos as
activist cools. Teaching production
skills to young activists.
2217
W Johnson Portland OR 97210
sgenasci@celeport.com
www.rainbowvidcoandfilm.com
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1739 N Street, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20036
FOR RESERVATIONS OR INFORMATION

(202) 785-1277 • FAX (202) 785-6173
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Dritish Colun ibia to California

and to places throughout the West, Cascadia
Times investigates the crucial environmental
issues. Get inside the politics and science that are
shaping the future of this big, beautiful and

endangered corner of the world.
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CASCADIA TIMES .is published at irregular intervals during
the year. Our mission is to publish in-depth reports, some of
which take longer to produce than others. Please contact us if
you have questions about our publishing schedule.
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e-mail

I like what you're ~oing. I've enclosed a donation to support Cascadia Times.

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO Cascadia Times
MAIL THIS FORM TO: Cascadia Times
25-6 NW 23rd Place, No. 406 Portland, OR 97210-3534
Phone: (503) 223-9036 Web: www.tirnes.org Email: cascadia@spiritone.com

Amount:
Total Enclosed:

-------------------------------------------------------------

You can also subscribe

online at www.times.org
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